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Abstract 

B cells undergo dramatic alterations in response to antigen recognition through cell 

surface receptors, which requires active transcription and translation. The temporal 

expression of transcripts is germane and integral in determining underlying complex 

biological phenomena.  

The transcription factor RelA is rapidly expressed in the nucleus in response to BCR 

crosslinking, and downregulated within hours. However, many putative NF-B target 

genes expressed by stimulated B cells do not follow the same kinetic pattern as the 

transcription factor, suggesting complex transcriptional and post-transcriptional 

regulation. The current work seeks to explore the mechanisms by which genes are 

regulated by NF-B in primary murine splenic B cells in response to BCR crosslinking. 

To do this, we examined the kinetics of genome-wide RelA binding, the inducible 

transcriptome, and RNA stability of induced genes.  

NF-B target genes, as inferred from RelA ChIP-seq analyses and pharmacological 

inhibition of IKK-2 inhibitors, were amongst the most highly induced genes in response 

to BCR crosslinking. Highly induced transcripts had shorter half-lives (t1/2s) than those 

with less robust induction one hour after stimulation. The majority of inducible genes 

with fast t1/2s displayed exponential decay, while the majority of inducible genes with 

slow t1/2s displayed non-exponential decay. 

As exponential decay is likely to mean a single-step decay mechanism and the 3’ UTRs 

are known to play a critical role in RNA stability, we looked to the presence of RNABP 

consensus motifs in genes of various decay patterns. Our analyses revealed that 

hnRNPA1 binding sites were highly enriched in the 3’ UTRs of genes with fast, 
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exponential decay. siRNA mediated knockdown of hnRNPA1 in two mature B cell lines, 

Bal17 and M12, revealed greater RNA stability of many genes that have fast, 

exponential decay and are RelA target genes based on inducible RelA binding and IKK-

2 inhibition. These findings suggest a tantalizing model in which mRNA decay is 

dependent on transcription factors, such as RelA, that inducibly bind to its target genes 

and induce RNA.  

Mentor: Ranjan Sen, Ph.D. 

Reader: Joel Pomerantz, Ph.D. 
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Chapter I: NF-B 

Introduction: NF-B  

Since its discovery as an inducible protein bound to the intronic kappa light chain 

enhancer in activated B cells [1], RelA has been the focal point of research across 

several fields. Its ubiquitous nature makes it indispensable for development, survival, 

and programmed cell death (reviewed in [2]).  

NF-B and IB family members 

There are five members of the NF-B family (RelA/p65, p105/p50, cRel, p100/p52, and 

RelB) that homo- or heterodimerize to provide combinatorial and functional versatility in 

biological systems (Fig 1A). These five family members are involved in either the 

canonical (RelA, p50, and cRel) or noncanonical (p52, RelB) pathway, which play 

largely non-redundant roles and have distinct functions in acute versus chronic cell 

responses, respectively (reviewed in [3]).   

Each of the five NF-B family members contains the hallmark Rel homology domain 

(RHD), which is necessary for DNA binding and dimerization. However, only RelA, 

RelB, and c-Rel contain transcription activation domains (TADs); neither p100 nor p105, 

contain TADs, which has led to speculation that these subunits act as repressors in 

homo- or heterodimeric forms, but this is likely not always the case as coactivators can 

be recruited to activate transcription. An essential component of NF- regulation is the 

family of inhibitor B proteins (Is), made up of the typical members, Ia, Ib, and 

Ie, the atypical members, I, Ins, and Bcl-3, and the precursor proteins, p105 

and p100 (Fig 1B). The I family members act to inhibit nuclear translocation and 

transcriptional activity of NF- proteins, which is accomplished largely by the ankyrin 
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repeat domains of Is binding to the RHD of the NF- subunits and masking their 

nuclear localization sequences [4].  

NF- subunits and dimers have both unique and overlapping functions, as evidenced 

by the single and multi-family member genetic knockout mice. With the exception of 

Rela, genetic deletion of a single subunit does not result in a robust abnormal 

phenotype unless mice are challenged with infectious agents [5]. However, in the case 

of nfkb1-/- (encodes for p105), it has been shown that the average lifespan of the mice is 

reduced by approximately 50% [6]. 

NF-B signaling 

NF- family members are present in virtually all cell types and are activated in 

response to many different stimuli, although it is likely that the canonical pathway is also 

active at basal levels given the shuttling of NF- and I complexes between the 

nucleus and cytosol (reviewed in [7]). The canonical NF- pathway, which is 

dependent on IKK/NEMO, is active upon the stimulus-induced release of the NF- 

dimer from the cytoplasmic residing inhibitor, Iα. Upon nuclear translocation, NF- 

binds to DNA resulting in both functional and nonfunctional consequences based on cell 

and stimulus type (Fig 2).  

The canonical pathway is often activated within minutes in response to different stimuli, 

including TNFα, IL-1β, and LPS, resulting in the production of pro-inflammatory 

cytokines and chemokines across various cell types. Conversely, the noncanonical 

pathway, activated upon activation of CD40R, BAFFR, LTRβ, and other stimuli, is a 

slow response and more sustained relative to the canonical pathway (reviewed in [3]). 

Upon receptor engagement, the NF- inducing kinase (NIK) phosphorylates and 
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activates IKKα, which phosphorylates p100 and triggers the K-48-linked ubiquitination 

and subsequent proteasomal processing of p100 to p52. The RelB-p52 complex can 

then freely translocate to the nucleus and modulate gene expression (Fig 2). 

Although the canonical and non-canonical NF-B pathways are activated by different 

stimuli, lead to different signaling cascades, and give rise to different cellular responses, 

there is often crosstalk between the two pathways [8-10]. As cells are likely to be 

activated through multiple receptors at any given time in an in vivo setting, the two arms 

of NF-B signaling are likely to be simultaneously active. It has even been proposed 

that the canonical and non-canonical pathways should be viewed as a single signaling 

system [11], but as each signaling pathway can function in the absence of the other, this 

may not be biologically practical.  

Regulation of NF-B 

Dysregulated canonical NF- signaling is known to be associated with various cancers 

[12-14] and aging [15-17], which highlights the importance of a tightly controlled 

mechanism by which the pathway must be regulated. Thus, it is unsurprising that 

several regulatory mechanisms exist to limit NF-B activation at different points in the 

signaling cascade as well as post nuclear translocation. Firstly, there are many 

combinatorial possibilities of homo- and hetero- dimers between the NF-B family 

members which result in different outcomes depending on dimer composition. Since not 

all combinations are permissive to transcriptional activation, this is one way in which 

NF-B activity can be limited (reviewed in [18]). Further, many target genes of the 

canonical NF-B pathway are those that lead to a negative feedback loop, such as 

Nfkbia (encodes for IBα) [19]. As a final example, although many more exist, NF-B 
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subunits can be post-translationally modified, with some modifications being necessary 

for the transcriptional activation of target genes (reviewed in [20]).   
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Figure 1. NF- and I family members 
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Figure 2. Simplified model of canonical and non-canonical NF- signaling pathways. 
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NF- binding: specificity and dynamics  

Surprisingly, several studies have provided evidence that most NF-B target genes do 

not demonstrate dimer specificity [21-23]. Although early structural studies did not show 

evidence for sequence-specific NF--DNA interactions [24, 25], crystal structures have 

since revealed that NF-B dimers show some level of sequence specificity, but do not 

make contacts with the DNA at every nucleotide within the  binding site. NF- 

dimers recognize  sites through the Rel homology domain of each subunit, which 

mediates base-specific contacts through the DNA major groove to flanking 

(G)GG/(C)CC sequences within the loose consensus  site, 5’-GGGRNWYYCC-3’ 

[26]. This can therefore allow for a degree of “mobility” or alternative configurations, 

which also explains the compensation between family members. Given that dimer 

binding is inevitably linked to the ultimate functional output of a cell, one critical question 

in understanding RelA biology is the relationship between dimer binding site specificity 

and transcriptional output.  

While the 5’ and 3’ GC-rich ends of the consensus  site are mostly responsible for 

affinity and  selectivity [27],  central base pairs of the  site may play an indirect role 

in binding specificity through regulation of the conformational state of the dimer [28]. 

RelA and c-Rel preferentially bind  sites with AT-rich sequences in the center of the 

consensus  binding motif, while p50 and p52 tolerate variability in the central bp 

sequence. In an in vitro system, the central bp in the  site was found to play a role in 

the selectivity of dimer binding as well as its function. Using an ectopically expressed 

luciferase reporter in MEFs under the control of minimal promoter sequences, Wang et 

al found that a G/C centric  site resulted in high luciferase activity in the presence of 
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p52 and Bcl3, but not RelA. In the case of an A/T centric  site, however, luciferase 

activity is RelA dependent. These results indicate that under certain circumstances, 

dimer specificity is dictated by sequence specificity, which in this study, was solely due 

to the NF- binding site central bp. In addition to the recruitment of dimers that have 

distinct functions, the study went on to show that the DNA sequence may also influence 

the temporal order of some NF- target genes. RelA dimers were shown to mediate 

early induction whereas late expression was mediated by p52/Bcl3 based on mutational 

analysis of the central bp within promoters of known NF- target genes. Tip60, a HAT 

complex, was recruited to G/C centric  sites within promoters of select genes, but not 

to A/T centric  sites. Interestingly, though the p52/Bcl3 complex was recruited to an 

A/T centric site, HDAC3, a histone deacetylase, was recruited as a transcriptional 

repressor. Thus, the presence of one central bp over the other (A/T vs C/G) can 

influence which coactivators and corepressors are recruited and which genes will be 

induced early versus late [29].  

Another example of sequence and dimer specificity playing a role in the regulation of 

NF- target genes is the case of IP-10, which is expressed in MEFs stimulated with 

TNF via the RelA/p50 heterodimer, but not the RelA homodimer.  Despite both dimers 

showing similar in vitro binding affinities, a specific heterodimer is required for 

activation. However, MCP-1 gene expression under identical circumstances is activated 

by both dimers. This discrepancy between activation of the two genes is due to a single 

nucleotide difference in the  binding site which determines coactivator recruitment; 

although the NF- dimer recruitment and binding was unaffected, the coactivator 

recruitment was altered [30]. This particular example, again, highlights how some 
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genes, under specific settings, are dependent on the DNA sequence, dimer 

composition, and coactivator recruitment. Yet another example of gene expression that 

is subunit-specific is IL-12 p40, which is selectively dependent on cRel as determined 

by analysis of cRel-/- macrophages. Interestingly, DNA binding and transfection assays 

showed comparable capacity for binding and transactivation between dimers with and 

without cRel, which highlights the importance of context-dependent regulation, 

especially in in vivo scenarios.   

The previous studies looked to a small number of well-defined NF- targets, but it is 

highly unlikely that all target genes are regulated in the same manner. Owing largely to 

scientific and technological advances within the past decade, the field has begun to 

address the global dynamics of TF binding. Several genome-wide studies have shown 

that up to 90% of nuclear translocating TF (e.g. GR and NF-) binding sites are 

located in intra- and intergenic regions [22, 31, 32]. While not all of these sites may 

have functional consequences in a given cell type, the notion that TFs are critical in 

establishing enhancers and mediating transcription from a promoter distal perspective is 

now well accepted. For example, in macrophages stimulated with lipid A, RelA, in 

collaboration with other TFs, leads to stimulus-induced enhancer-like regions [33]. 

Papantonis et al demonstrated that HUVECs stimulated with TNF leads to discrete “NF-

 factories”, which brings distal genes together in close enough proximity to co-

regulate their expression [34]. Using Chromatin Interaction Analysis by Paired-End Tag 

Sequencing (ChIA-PET), Kuznetsova et al found that activation of GR and NF- in 

HeLa cells using triamcinolone acetonide and TNF led to long range chromatin contacts 

that linked enhancer “hubs” to target genes [35]. These studies, along with others, 
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demonstrate that RelA binding and activity extend beyond the simple role of 

transcriptional activation via promoter binding. This, of course, complicates the 

mechanistic dissection of the roles of RelA, but insights from several studies have made 

strong headway.  

Many chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP)-chip and ChIP-seq studies have shown 

that a large proportion of sites to which RelA bind deviate considerably from the 

consensus motif. One of the first studies to conclude that RelA binding cannot be 

equated to gene activation showed that there was a high enrichment for GATA-3 and 

CRE-BP binding motifs after RelA ChIP-seq [36]. In an early study using ChIP-chip with 

each of the five NF- family members, Richard Young and colleagues found that the 

majority of induced RelA binding events in a monocytic cell line stimulated with LPS 

occurred at promoters of target genes that were already occupied by p50 in the 

unstimulated state [23]. Although no motif analysis was carried out, they concluded that 

induced RelA binding that joins pre-existing p50 is not exclusively dependent on the 

presence of the  consensus motif. Lim et al used ChIP-PET and showed that less 

than half of RelA-bound loci contained consensus RelA binding motifs [21]. Other RelA 

ChIP-seq studies consistently report only 50-70% of RelA binding to consensus  sites 

[37]. The fact that motifs other than that of RelA are being enriched is likely reflective of 

binding/interacting with other TF complexes.  

In a systematic approach to elucidate NF- dimer specificity exclusively at the DNA 

sequence level, Siggers et al used protein-binding microarrays and surface plasmon 

resonance to determine binding affinities. They found that various NF- heterodimers 

show highly similar binding specificities and may, therefore, regulate gene expression 
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primarily through dimer-specific interactions instead of sequence specificity alone [38]. 

A more recent study used RelA ChIP-seq and predictive RelA motifs and showed an 

enrichment of genes whose promoters combined strong ChIP-seq peaks and NF- 

motifs among strongly induced primary response genes (PRGs) in lipid A stimulated 

BMDMs [39]. Of the PRGs that had high RelA motif scores, based on PBM scores using 

an artificial p65/p50 heterodimer, approximately 85% of them show strong promoter 

binding as measured by p65 ChIP-seq peak intensity. The results of this study, as well 

as our own, highlight the value of high throughput data analysis by categorizing genes 

based on strength of TF binding, the genomic and epigenomic landscape (discussed in 

upcoming sections), and gene expression. Despite many genomic binding events, RelA 

binding to a select number of critical PRGs in response to a specific stimulus is 

dependent on the presence of a strong NF- consensus motif. Further, the number of 

NF- motifs did not correlate either with the strength of binding based on p65 ChIP-

seq or transcriptional induction based on RNA-seq. The authors of this study concluded 

that at the promoters of most PRGs in BMDMs, a strong RelA consensus motif almost 

always supports strong RelA binding.  

NF- binding, based on many RelA ChIP-seq experiments across several cell types, is 

widespread across the genome in response to an inducing stimulus. Sequence and 

dimer specificity are known to be vital in specific instances, but genome-wide studies 

suggest that most RelA binding is not limited to the consensus  motif and in the 

absence of one family member, there is compensation between subunits. While not all 

binding leads to a functional output in terms of transcription, other outcomes, such as 

mediating long-range interactions, are possible. The following sections highlight our 
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knowledge of productive RelA binding, that is, binding that results in transcription, and 

the factors that dictate productive vs nonproductive binding. 
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Cell and stimulus-specific activation of NF- 

Many different stimuli induce an NF-kB response, but the functional output of the cell 

(i.e. transcription) varies based on the cell- and stimulus-type. Many different stimuli, 

including TNFα, IL1β, and reactive oxygen species (ROS) are known to activate the 

canonical NF-B pathway, but despite inducing the same family of transcription factors, 

the cellular response is dramatically different. Depending on the cell- and stimulus- type, 

the kinetics of NF-B nuclear translocation, the dimer compositions, and interaction with 

other TFs and cofactors vary. The mechanisms by which this specificity is achieved 

remain somewhat elusive, although many studies have attempted to address this.  

Chromatin accessibility and histone modifications 

Selectivity of the NF- response is accomplished through multiple layers of regulation 

[18] with cell-specific chromatin landscapes playing an integral role in the cell-specific 

functions of NF-. Tissue-restricted DNase I hypersensitive sites, for example, are 

often more amenable to rapid TF binding and subsequent transcription of target genes 

unique to a cell type [40]. Studies have shown that de novo binding of nuclear 

translocating TFs after stimulation to the genome occurs largely at DNase I 

hypersensitive sites, or pre-existing chromatin accessible regions [41-43]. However, a 

meta-analysis correlating DHS-seq and RelA ChIP-seq across various cell types found 

approximately 32% of all induced RelA peaks outside of DHS sites [37]. To this point, 

histone modifications also influence NF- activity and the coordination of various 

histone marks in combination with DNAse I hypersensitive sites can provide insights 

into TF binding and gene regulation. DNAse I hypersensitive, enhancer-like sites that 

recruit RelA have higher levels of many histone modifications, but most notably 
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H3K4me1. Motif based prediction of inducible RelA binding was significantly improved 

when looking to sites that have a histone modification in the uninduced state. RelA 

binding is also influenced by the DNA methylation status (both promoter-proximal and 

distal); hypomethylated CGI sites had increased RelA binding while methylated CGIs 

showed no TF enrichment, especially at promoter-proximal sites.  Based on the meta-

analysis, H3K4me1 and H2A.Z status are associated with p65 binding at enhancers and 

promoters; in fact, the dual presence of both modifications was found to be the 

strongest predictor of RelA binding to enhancers. Interestingly, the co-occurrence 

H3K27me3 and H2A.Z has the opposite effect and showed very little enrichment for 

RelA binding. Within the same meta-analysis, Although the correlation between RelA 

binding and the presence of other TFs was less robust than with histone modifications, 

the authors concluded that site-specific RelA binding is possibly guided by the presence 

of particular TFs, such as GATA3, BCL3, and CREB1, which may or may not be cell-

specific. Thus, the chromatin landscape, not only in terms of histone modifications and 

accessibility, but also pre-bound cell specific TFs, plays a critical role in the RelA 

binding patterns seen across cell types. [37].  

Much work has been done in various cell types stimulated with inflammatory stimuli, 

such as TNF, which in turn leads to the production of NF- dependent pro-

inflammatory cytokines and factors [40, 44, 45]. In a recent study, investigators looked 

to the immediate effects of TNF stimulation on nucleosome positioning, using MNase-

seq, in HUVECs. As early as ten minutes after stimulation, nucleosome repositioning 

occurs, with the newly unmasked regions showing motif enrichment for proinflammatory 

TFs, especially NF-. RelA ChIP-seq revealed that there was minimal inducible RelA 
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binding at ten minutes, but binding was highly upregulated at 30 minutes. In the case of 

NFIA, the best characterized true and direct target of p65 (reviewed in [18]), 

nucleosome repositioning occurred at ten minutes, but peaked at 30 minutes followed 

by RelA binding at the promoter. Thus, in HUVECs, and possibly in other cell types 

stimulated with an inflammatory agent, nucleosome positioning occurs independently of 

NF- binding and elongating PolII. The authors put forth an intriguing conclusion that 

NF- binding is a very selective process, with the initial binding events occurring in 

primed domains that are depleted of nucleosomes and contain high affinity binding sites 

(i.e. minimal deviation from the consensus sequence) [46]. It was not clear, however, 

what mechanisms dictate the repositioning of nucleosomes to expose the high affinity 

NF- binding sites.  

TF and cofactor interaction 

Another mechanism by which NF- maintains both cell- and stimulus- specificity is via 

interactions with cofactors and/or other TFs that are specific to a cell-type or are 

induced in response to a particular stimulus. It has been previously demonstrated that 

the phosphorylation of serine 276 of RelA allows for interaction with CBP/p300, a 

transcriptional coactivator, to activate gene expression for a subset of target genes. To 

more thoroughly investigate genes that that are dependent on this interaction, 

Mukherjee et al expressed RelA mutants in RelA-/- fibroblasts that disrupt interaction 

with CBP/p300. They found that CBP/p300 was preloaded on promoter regions of a 

subset of RelA target promoter regions, which supports the conclusion that RelA may 

be recruited to its target sites by the coactivator complex [47]. Surprisingly, NFIA and 

TNFAIP3 (encodes A20) were among the genes whose expression was dependent on 
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RelA interaction with CBP/p300, despite a previous report that concluded otherwise 

[48]. Thus, subunit-specific modifications and specific coactivators and TFs are critical 

determinants of cell-and stimulus-specific NF- responses.  

The ubiquitous nature of NF- family members requires tight regulation across cell 

types and in response to certain stimuli to elicit the appropriate response. Cell specificity 

is largely accomplished by the chromatin landscape, other cell-specific TFs, and 

variable kinetic patterns of NF-. Stimulus specificity can also be achieved by myriad 

possibilities, including interactions with coactivators or corepressors that are 

simultaneously activated or recruited, and activation of specific NF- subunits in 

response to unique stimuli.   
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NF-B dependent transcription and target genes 

Existing NF-B target gene databases 

For more than two decades, several notable attempts to identify and catalog NF- 

target genes have been made, but are likely overestimations of the actual number of 

direct targets. Currently, many curated lists of putative NF- target genes are available 

online (http://www.bu.edu/nf-/gene-resources/target-genes/, http://bioinfo.lifl.fr/NF-

/, and http://tfdb.seu.edu.cn/nf/). These genes, however, are largely deemed NF-

 targets based on luciferase reporter assays using minimal promoter sequence 

sequences. While informative, context dependent NF- regulation and non-promoter 

related regulation are not taken into account. The most recently generated database of 

NF- target genes by Yang et al was based on studies that, at a minimum, used NF-

 ChIP to define target genes. A useful feature of this database is that for each gene, 

the cell type, inducing stimulus, and other details about the system in which the target 

gene was determined, is provided. Again, however, this compilation of genes, which is 

currently approximately 2,300 in number, is likely to be an overestimation of NF- 

target genes.  

Criteria for NF-B target gene identification 

Based on earlier technologies and techniques, it was postulated that in order to 

establish that a gene is truly regulated by NF-, binding to a putative DNA site must be 

demonstrated by EMSA, the regulatory region (e.g. promoter and/or enhancer) must 

show transcriptional activity using an in vitro reporter assay, and mutagenesis of the 

putative binding motif should abolish binding [19]. With a better understanding of TF 

biology and the availability of more sophisticated techniques, however, we now know 

http://www.bu.edu/nf-kb/gene-resources/target-genes/
http://bioinfo.lifl.fr/NF-KB/
http://bioinfo.lifl.fr/NF-KB/
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that these criteria alone do not accurately classify a gene as a true NF- target gene. It 

has been previously demonstrated that EMSA-based binding may not have functional 

consequences [49] and use of cell extracts in in vitro assays can be misleading as they 

may contain other TFs and cofactors that can promote cooperative binding. Instead, 

genetic ablation and/or pharmacological inhibition of NF- coupled with mutational 

analyses of putative TF binding sites are needed to label genes as direct targets of the 

TF. Further, identification of a target gene also requires evidence of transcriptional 

output, which can be measured via RNA-seq, qPCR, RNA FISH, and other methods. 

Thus, while many RelA ChIP-seq experiments exist in the literature, RelA binding alone 

does not indicate the transcriptional status of a gene; RelA ChIP-seq coupled with RNA-

seq has become a standard measure of identifying target genes, but this, too, is 

insufficient in the absence of functional follow-up studies. Functional studies can 

include, but are not limited to, a comparison of gene expression profiles in wildtype vs 

knockout cells, pharmacological inhibition, and/or overexpression studies, although the 

latter is less straightforward. These measures are necessary to both confirm functional 

binding, but also to determine distal binding sites (enhancers) in the regulation of target 

genes.  

Experimental determination of NF-B target genes 

In an early study that aimed to identify RelA target genes in HeLa cells stimulated with 

TNFα, Zhou et al performed siRNA knockdown of RelA followed by cDNA microarray. 

16 genes whose expression was inhibited by RelA knockdown compared to control 

knockdown were validated by qPCR after which promoters of these genes were 

scanned for NF- binding motifs. At least one NF- binding motif was found within 3 
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 upstream of the transcriptional start site in almost all genes, but these sites were not 

followed up with functional analyses [50]. A more comprehensive study came from Tian 

et al, which sought to systematically identify NF- target genes in fibroblasts 

stimulated with TNFα [51]. To this end, a dominant negative IBα was expressed under 

the control of an inducible tetracycline system in HeLa cells. Cells were stimulated for 

1,3, or 6 hours in the presence or absence of doxycycline to identify target genes of the 

canonical NF- pathway followed by microarray. TNFα-regulated NF- independent 

genes were involved in metabolism, signaling, and encoded for other transcription 

factors and immediate-early genes. Approximately 30 genes were identified as TNFα-

regulated NF--dependent genes and encoded for cytokines/growth factors and 

factors involved in TNF signaling and regulation of NF- signaling. To determine if 

overexpression of RelA was sufficient to activate these NF- dependent genes, EGFP-

RelA was ectopically and transiently expressed in HeLa cells. Of 12 representative NF-

 target genes, 10 were activated with RelA overexpression, although induction 

magnitude was much less than with TNF stimulation.  

To further bolster the status of these genes as NF--dependent, putative NF- 

binding sites were verified by EMSA. For a small subset of these genes, the authors 

looked to RelA recruitment to their promoters and found RelA enrichment under normal 

conditions, but not in the absence of doxycycline, i.e. when canonical NF- signaling is 

inhibited. While this study was very thorough in terms of the measures needed for the 

identification of bona fide RelA target genes, there were less than a dozen genes that 

emerged as true NF- targets, potentially by virtue of the few number of genes that 

were pursued following microarray. Nonetheless, this study was the first to apply 
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systematic approaches to identifying NF- target genes and newly identified RelA 

target genes, such as nuclear assembly factor 1 ribonucleoprotein, Naf1. 

Monophasic vs oscillatory NF-B activity  

Another complication in the pursuit for real NF- target genes is the variability of 

nuclear NF- levels and translocation between single cells in a population, which 

translates to differential NF--dependent gene expression patterns. Early single cell 

imaging experiments revealed that TNF stimulation in fibroblasts leads to both 

monophasic and oscillatory modes of NF- activation patterns [52]. Since then, many 

follow-up studies have shown differential NF- kinetics between single cells in a 

population [53, 54]. In a follow-up study, the same group addressed whether the 

oscillatory pattern of NF- activation in fibroblasts treated with TNFα leads to distinct 

and unique genetic programs which activate different target genes at each oscillation. 

Kinetic analyses were performed on datasets generated in [51] and NF- dependent 

genes were categorized as early, middle, late, or biphasic, based on peak RNA 

expression time. Promoter regions of early and late response genes were analyzed by 

TRANSFAC to find potential regulatory features that dictate temporal gene expression. 

The number and location of consensus NF- binding motifs and location of AP-1 

binding sites were comparable between early and late genes, but they found that the 

presence of NF- binding sites in phylogenetically conserved regions was unique to 

early genes. The authors suggested that early gene promoters were under a greater 

selective pressure than late genes to preserve high affinity NF- binding sites. 

Although further analysis is warranted to determine if this is true, current evidence 

supports this hypothesis as many of the genes defined as early in this study are 
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cytokines and chemokines that are activated in many different cell types by NF-, 

while the late genes are more cell- and stimulus-specific.  

Single cell analyses in the pursuit of NF-B target genes 

Although it is not the only determinant, nuclear levels of RelA directly influence 

transcription of its target genes. Importantly, however, the presence of nuclear RelA 

does not correlate with gene expression of target genes. To this point, Nelson et al used 

fluorescence imaging of RelA and Ia together with luminescence imaging of NF- 

dependent transcription (TNFα) and found that nuclear translocation of RelA is not 

sufficient for continuous TNFα transcription, as its transient nature is maintained in 

response to stimulus [55].  

In a recent study, Lee et al. used immunofluorescence and RNA-FISH to measure 

eGFP-RelA nuclear translocation and transcription of early response genes, 

respectively. Dual labelling of the TF and three different target genes allowed for 

monitoring the direct relationship between these two events at the single cell level.  In 

response to TNF stimulation, HeLa cells that were stably transfected with eGFP-RelA 

showed varying levels of nuclear RelA translocation from cell to cell. smFISH probes for 

three NF- dependent genes, IL8, NFIA, and TNFAIP3, were used as 

transcriptional readouts. Using a series of descriptors, it was found that the maximum 

fold change of nuclear eGFP-RelA was the strongest predictor of mRNA output. The 

study went on to mechanistically explain how cells can detect a pre-ligand state to 

ultimately sense a fold change in the nuclear RelA levels and proposed an indirect 

inhibitory pathway model [53]. The findings of this study were intriguing as it proposed 

how cells can tolerate cell-to-cell variability of NF-kB abundance and activity. 
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Kinetics of NF- target genes 

As we have previously reviewed [18], three major parameters define the kinetics of NF-

 dependent genes: rate of gene induction, the duration of functional promoter-bound 

complexes, and the rate of mRNA degradation.  

Rate of gene induction 

The rate of gene induction is dependent on several factors, the most important ones 

being promoter architecture of RelA target genes and nuclear levels of RelA. Promoter 

architecture includes, but is not limited by, the number of NF- motifs, the presence 

and proximity of binding sites for other TFs relative to NF- motifs, nucleosome 

occlusion, and the chromatin landscape. While some studies have suggested that the 

number of NF- motifs is associated with higher levels of gene expression [23], others 

have found little correlation [39]. This, of course, can be directly impacted by interplay 

with other TFs that may either positively or negatively regulate transcription initiation. It 

is important to note, however, that promoter dependent RelA binding alone is not 

sufficient to delineate the role of the TF in transcription initiation. Considering that the 

genomic landscape of both promoters and enhancers that leads to transcriptional 

initiation is very similar [56] and a significant proportion of RelA binding occurs at 

enhancers, it is conceivable that enhancer binding plays a critical role in RelA 

dependent transcription. As reviewed in [57], the chromatin landscape is a critical 

determinant of NF- dependent gene regulation. In a previously mentioned study that 

used ChIA-PET to investigate how GR and NF- regulate their target gene repertoire 

from distal binding sites, RelA binding occurred at distal genomic loci, about 90% of 

which contained pre-bound p300, while a small fraction of genes showed both inducible 
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RelA and p300 binding. Induced and pre-existing p300 peaks that overlapped with RelA 

were enriched for NF- response elements (NREs) or AP-1 motifs, respectively. 

Overall, the authors found that GR and p65 mostly join pre-existing enhancer-like p300 

distal binding sites that are set up by other TFs, such as AP-1. Based on this and other 

studies, RelA mostly bind to pre-existing “open” chromatin, at least during early 

timepoints after stimulation, but it remains unclear whether the TF binding creates 

accessible regions at later timepoints after activation. To relate chromatin state to 

transcriptional regulation, the authors used PolII density along the gene body as a proxy 

for gene expression. Using this measure, they found that genes with induced p300 and 

RelA are more highly expressed than those that are preexisting. These findings suggest 

that robust transcription of target genes, at least in part, is due to de novo binding of 

TFs and cofactors.  

Duration of functional promoter-bound complexes 

The second criteria used to define NF- target gene kinetics, duration of functional 

promoter-bound complexes, is the least studied aspect of the three parameters. To 

effectively study functional promoter-bound complexes, the promoter element to which 

RelA binds, RelA itself, and the transcriptional output of the target gene, must be 

considered. It is challenging to incorporate all of these conditions in a single model 

system that effectively recapitulates in vivo events. RelA-dependent transcription is a 

function of active NF- dimers bound to a target gene promoter (or any regulatory 

element). To date, few studies have directly addressed the factors involved in 

functionally active promoter bound complexes and the mechanisms involved in 

dissociating active complexes to turn off transcription. It is possible that NF- subunits 
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are substituted to cease transcription, such that subunits with TADs are replaced with 

those that lack them. Recent studies have provided evidence that transcription alone is 

not sufficient to define the kinetics of NF- target genes as splicing also plays a major 

role in the mature transcript output, discussed in greater detail below [58, 59].  

Rate of mRNA degradation 

The final parameter for NF- target gene kinetics, the rate of mRNA degradation, is an 

essential piece of the NF- puzzle. Apart from the dissociation of functional 

promoter/enhancer complexes, leading to a halt in transcription, there is considerable 

post-transcriptional regulation that determines mRNA lifetimes. A study by Hao and 

Baltimore in 2009 sought to mechanistically determine the factors that dictate the 

temporal expression of inflammatory genes in mouse fibroblasts [60]. Genes activated 

via TNF stimulation in fibroblasts were grouped into three categories based on early, 

intermediate, or late induction kinetics. mRNA stability was measured using actinomycin 

D within each induction category, which revealed distinct patterns of decay. The early 

induced genes were rapidly degraded, the intermediate induced genes had longer half-

lives, and the late induced genes had even greater stability. The investigators went on 

to perform promoter-3’ UTR swapping experiments between genes of different kinetic 

patterns and concluded that the 3’ UTRs were the major determinant of gene 

expression patterns, largely due to the presence of AU-rich elements (AREs). This 

study provided evidence of temporal expression of genes activated in response to an 

inflammatory stimulus being encoded within the genome via the 3’ UTR. However, the 

fact that the transcription induction kinetics were very variable (up to 10-fold) based on 

the promoter was not addressed. In a later study by the same group, it was proposed 
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that the timing of gene transcription is directly controlled by the intracellular 

concentration of NF-, but mRNA production lags the transcription kinetics [58]. To 

test this, RNA was collected from BMDMs minutes after stimulation with TNF and 

subjected to qPCR with primers to test for pre-mRNA and mature RNA. Despite the 

induction times and expression patterns of mature mRNA, the levels of pre-mRNA are 

rapidly induced across the three groups. Actinomycin D treatment soon after TNF 

stimulation revealed a decrease in unspliced transcripts accompanied by an increase in 

the corresponding spliced transcripts, which is in agreement with a model whereby 

mRNA kinetics are determined by splicing and not by transcriptional induction. Another 

study came to a similar conclusion using chromatin-associated RNA from bone-marrow 

derived macrophages; after stimulation with LPS, they found an accumulation of 

unspliced transcripts, contrary to the commonly held view of co-transcriptional splicing 

[61]. Splicing alone, however, does not account for the precise timing of NF- target 

genes as there are highly variable times of mRNA output and many genes whose 

induction is dependent on chromatin remodeling.  
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Outstanding questions 

Many, but not all, target genes of NF- are not solely dependent on a single family 

member or dimer for expression. Redundancy and/or compensation between NF- 

family members have been reported in various model systems. For example, cRel, 

which is largely expressed in hematopoietic cells, is virtually undetectable at the protein 

level in MEFs, but is highly expressed with the knockdown of RelA (unpublished 

observations). This apparent increase in cRel recapitulates much of the functional 

binding of RelA, but it is less clear to what extent this change, if any, in dimer 

composition affects transcription and mRNA levels. While it is clear that certain genes 

are solely dependent on one subunit or the other [49], the majority can be 

compensated, but the consequences of subunit alternation are understudied.   

Another open question is the dwell time or the time during which RelA remains bound to 

the DNA to influence gene expression. This, of course, would be best investigated at 

the single cell level and requires high resolution visualization of tagged RelA. We 

speculate that dwell times vary based on the sequence to which the dimer binds, which 

in turn, affects the regulation of gene expression. Another related question is the relative 

contribution of binding site affinity and avidity; the threshold of the amount of RelA 

(molecules of TF) for functional activity may vary across the genome based on the site 

to which it binds. Stronger motifs may require less RelA while weaker motifs may 

require more, but this is still an open question. Related to this, it is conceivable that a 

less stringent binding motif (i.e. deviations from the RelA consensus) can be 

compensated by increased recruitment of NF-. Studies have suggested that 

increased binding (avidity) supports high levels of mRNA expression [23], but this 
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requires further experimentation.  Further, the lack of strong binding motifs may allow 

for more levels of regulation in terms of interplay with other TFs.  
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B cell biology  

B cell development and B cell subsets 

The adaptive arm of the immune system is comprised of T and B lymphocytes and is 

necessary for pathogen-specificity and immunological memory. Hematopoietic stem 

cells (HSCs) differentiate into multipotent progenitor cells, followed by common 

lymphoid progenitor cells, which subsequently gives rise to B, T, and NK cells. While 

precursor cells migrate to the thymus to develop into T cells, B and NK cells develop in 

the bone marrow (reviewed in [62]). Through a series of stage-specific gene expression 

patterns and gene rearrangements that provide antibody specificity, B cells develop to 

near maturity and exit the bone marrow to complete development in the spleen. Once in 

the spleen, B cells differentiate into follicular or marginal zone B cells. Follicular B cells 

are IgMlowIgDhiCD21medCD23+CD1dlow and can freely circulate in the periphery while 

marginal zone B cells are IgMhiIgDlowCD21hiCD23−CD1dhi and restricted to the marginal 

zone of the spleen [63]. Functionally, follicular B cells are important for T-cell dependent 

immune responses, while marginal B cells are activated in a T-cell independent manner.  

Epigenetic landscape of B cells 

Cumulative efforts from studies looking to the epigenetic landscape of mature naïve and 

activated B cells have offered considerable insights into B cell biology. Choukrallah et al 

investigated the enhancer landscape and dynamics during B cell differentiation from 

HSCs to pro-B cells to mature splenic B cells. Using ChIP-seq analyses of various 

histone modifications that identify enhancer states, the investigators compared the 

epigenetic profiles of each cell type and found that the enhancer landscape is 

dynamically reshaped during B cell differentiation. They reported approximately 40,000 
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enhancers in HSCs, while pro-B and mature B cells each had around 25,000. 

Surprisingly, most active enhancers in mature B cells (H3K4me1, H3K27ac, active 

transcription) were not primed (H3K4me1) in the previous stages (HSCs and pro-B) and 

were established exclusively in the stage in which they played a role. Mature, LPS-

activated B cell-specific enhancers were enriched for binding motifs of Oct2, NF- and 

IRF1/2/ 4. The enhancer landscape of resting mature B cells, however, remains to be 

determined, and is likely very different from activated cells as activation and plasma cell 

differentiation is known to induce dramatic modifications across the epigenetic 

landscape [64].  

Critical to B cell responses after antigen encounter is the gene expression pattern 

tailored to mounting an effective immune response. Early transcriptional landscapes 

that lead to different fates after B cell activation have been reported to emerge as early 

as two hours after stimulation [65]. In this study, it was reported that there was a 

genome wide increase of PolII at the TSSs of both uninduced and induced genes two 

hours after BCR stimulation while TLR4 stimulation led to a more robust transition from 

PolII initiation to elongation. While this is one interpretation of the data, initiating vs 

elongating PolII was defined on the sole basis of the genomic location to which PolII 

was bound; PolII bound to regions downstream of TSSs were deemed elongating, but 

this may be due to PolII recruitment. That additional genome-wide PolII recruitment 

occurs at the TSSs in response to BCR stimulation possibly allows for more robust and 

more rapid transcription of genes. Transcriptome analysis of BCR and TLR4 stimulated 

B cells revealed a Myc signature 2 hours after BCR stimulation and an NF- signature 

after LPS stimulation. In a study that sought to delineate the role poised PolII in B cells, 
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Dao et al compared PolII profiles in B cells that are resting and activated (72 hours after 

LPS treatment). Genes that were defined as having poised PolII in both resting and 

activated B cells were enriched for gene ontologies that were non-B cell specific, such 

as DNA replication and apoptosis. Conversely, genes that were defined as non-poised 

in activated cells were enriched for gene ontologies such as lymphocyte activation, 

which the authors called “B cell specific”. It should be noted, however, that poised vs 

non-poised was defined as the relative levels of PolII in the promoter normalized to the 

gene body; thus many genes that were poised in resting, but non-poised in activated, B 

cells, were defined as such due to active transcription, which was verified by 

transcriptome analysis. Immediate early genes such as Jun, Fos, and Egr1 were non-

poised and highly expressed in resting B cells, but poised and lowly expressed in 

activated B cells. The authors concluded that in some instances, PolII poising 

accompanies attenuation of expression of previously active genes. Taken together, 

transcription of RelA target genes is a highly coordinated system that is influenced by a 

myriad of context-dependent factors, including histone marks, PolII, and other TFs.  
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NF- in B cells 

Several groups have demonstrated that both the canonical and non-canonical NF- 

pathways are important in B cell generation, maturation, and/or maintenance (reviewed 

in [66]). Mature B cell survival is dependent on both the B cell receptor (BCR) and 

BAFF-R, the former of which activates the canonical NF- pathway while the latter 

activates the noncanonical pathway (reviewed in [67]). Absence of either the BAFF-R or 

BAFF results in the loss of virtually all mature B cells [68, 69]. Likewise, conditional 

deletion of genes leading to the disruption of the BCR complex led to the loss of mature 

B cells within 48 hours [70, 71]. Constitutive PI3K, but not IKK2, activity rescues 

peripheral B cell survival in absence of the BCR, which indicates that NF- signaling 

alone cannot confer survival signals in mature B cells.  

Conditional deletion of IKKβ in B cells results in almost half the number of mature B 

cells although immature B cell numbers are unaffected [72]. IKKβ-/- B cells cultured in 

vitro undergo increased apoptosis and impaired response to various stimuli, including 

LPS, CD40, and IgM. These results strongly suggest that the IKKβ dependent canonical 

NF- signaling pathway plays a vital role in resting mature B cells, at least in part by 

positively regulating the synthesis of anti-apoptotic proteins [72, 73]. IKKa is required for 

optimal B cell maturation as IKKa-/- fetal liver derived B cells do not mature past the 

transitional T2 stage. B cells from IKKaa/a mice, which contain SA mutations at 

positions 176 and 180, thus preventing phosphorylation, reach maturity, but have a 

dramatic reduction in the number of mature B cells in secondary lymphoid organs [74, 

75].  
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Conditional deletion of cRel and RelA in GC B cells (loxP-RelA and loxP-cRel mice 

crossed to Cg1-Cre) led to the finding that cRel, but not RelA, is necessary for 

maintenance of the GC reaction. However, plasma cell differentiation was affected by 

deletion of RelA. B cells activated with anti-IgM leads to the rapid upregulation of RelA, 

followed by the slow and sustained upregulation of cRel. To investigate the B cell-

intrinsic functions of RelA and cRel during B cell activation, Milanovic et al used 

conditional knockouts of RelA and/or cRel. Percentages of splenic B cells in both single 

KOs were comparable with WT, while the double deletion resulted in a dramatic 

reduction.  

B cells stimulated with the F(ab’)2 fragment of IgM leads to BCR crosslinking and rapid 

NF- nuclear translocation [76]. After the initial wave of RelA, de novo cRel 

accumulates up to approximately 24 hours after initial stimulation. Though experimental 

evidence is lacking, it is likely that the first phase of NF- (RelA dependent) is 

necessary for the rapid production of cytokines, chemokines, and growth factors needed 

to mount an effective immune response in vivo while the second phase (cRel 

dependent) is likely necessary for B cell survival and proliferation [77, 78]. Interestingly, 

the second phase does not seem to be either a direct or indirect consequence of RelA 

based on unperturbed cRel kinetics after treatment with IKK-2 inhibitors or in PKC-beta-

/- B cells, which impairs the first phase of NF- (unpublished). Despite its critical roles 

in B cell gene expression, the RelA-dependent transcriptional program has not yet been 

delineated, which is the aim of this body of work.   
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Project Goals 

In response to antigen recognition through cell surface receptors, B cells undergo 

dramatic alterations to break out of their naïve state, which requires active transcription 

and translation. The temporal expression of transcripts is germane and integral in 

determining the cellular response. From a molecular and cellular perspective, 

transcription factor binding and transcript expression is key to a better understanding of 

how cells respond to stimuli that ultimately lead to different fates and phenotypes. This 

work seeks to explore RelA/p65-dependent gene expression and identify RelA targets in 

response to BCR crosslinking.  

The specific aims of this work are to:  

1. Determine kinetics of transcription in B cells treated with IgM. 

2. Identify genome-wide binding sites and determine kinetics of RelA following BCR 

crosslinking in primary murine B lymphocytes.  

3. Calculate half-lives of transcripts using high-throughput mRNA expression data.  

4. Connect RelA binding, transcription, and RNA stability to comprehensively 

determine the RelA response of B lymphocytes.  
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Chapter II: BCR-induced NF-B response in B cells 

Kinetics of transcriptional response to BCR stimulation 

In response to BCR activation, gene expression is widely altered; therefore, we chose to 

systematically dissect the biology underlying these complex phenomena. We performed 

RNA-seq across a six hour time course in B cells stimulated with αIgM. The data was 

processed and normalized using the Tuxedo Suite pipeline and RPKM cutoff was set at 

1.5. Genes were grouped into six patterns based on kinetic profiles using k-means 

clustering (Fig 3A). The largest number of genes (roughly 3000) was in category I, in 

which gene expression peaked at four hours after stimulation, while the fewest number 

of genes (roughly 1000) was in category III, in which gene expression peaked at one 

hour and quickly returned to baseline. That half of the transcriptome clusters (I, II, and 

III) represent induced gene expression reflects the dramatic and rapid changes that 

occur in response to stimulation. Cluster VI represents a subset of genes that are 

inducibly downregulated, which may offer insight into the transcriptional program 

needed to maintain quiescence, but is outside the scope of this work. Gene ontology 

analysis of each transcriptome cluster revealed that there is an enrichment for “signaling 

by interleukins”, “NF- signaling pathway”, and “cytokine signaling in immune system” 

among genes in cluster III (Fig 3B). Indeed, many of the genes that were induced within 

the first hour after BCR activation are chemokines and cytokines, which are important 

for an optimal B cell response during antigen encounter in vivo. Tnf, Ccl3, and Ccl4, for 

example, are critical for promoting expansion and recruiting T cells and are represented 

in cluster III of our analysis [79, 80]. 
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Since clustering induced genes in a single category may inadvertently lends bias 

towards lesser induced genes [39], we approached our RNA analyses from the 

perspective of both modest (<100) and robust (≥100) fold change. When we looked to 

RNA fold change at the peak time of expression within each cluster, approximately 10% 

of genes from clusters II and III showed a robust fold change in RNA expression, while 

clusters I and IV had less than 5% of genes with this level of induction. Since peak 

expression time of genes in clusters V and VI occur at baseline, fold change is not 

applicable in this respect. It should be noted that the magnitude of fold change within 

each cluster did not necessarily correspond to RPKM values (Fig 3C). As different 

genes have different requirements for expression, it is conceivable that in some cases, 

absolute levels of RNA are the key determinant, while in other cases, fold change may 

be more reflective of functional biological consequences. Our analyses have attempted 

to take into consideration both RPKM and fold change of RNA to include all genes that 

are likely to be biologically important. Stimulus-induced genes that rapidly rose and fell 

(clusters II and III) were generally more highly induced partly because the baseline 

transcript levels were relatively low. However, this is not the only explanation as the 

median basal levels of RNA within each of the transcriptome clusters is relatively 

comparable, but clusters II, III, and VI are modestly higher than clusters I, IV, and V (Fig 

3D). The other reason high induction magnitudes are observed for most genes in cluster 

II and III is due to the high absolute transcript levels one hour after stimulation. For most 

genes in these clusters, high transcript levels result from robust transcription and not 

RNA stability, as their half-lives are relatively short (discussed in more detail in following 

sections).  
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We also looked to TLR4 stimulation via LPS treatment as a means of comparison with 

BCR stimulation and found that total genome-wide  RNA induction was less robust than 

with BCR stimulation. It was previously reported that most differentially expressed 

genes were shared between LPS and BCR activation, but this did not take either the 

kinetics or magnitude of expression into account [65].  More genes were induced 

between 10- and 100-fold in response to BCR crosslinking than with TLR stimulation at 

every time point we assayed (Fig 4A). Finally, the transcriptome of B cells in response 

to stimulation through the BCR is unique as TLR stimulation neither induces the same 

genes nor does it display the same kinetics as BCR-induced gene expression, 

especially in the case of “immune cluster genes” (Fig 4B). BCR crosslinking, therefore, 

induces a unique stimulus-specific transcriptional program that reflects the biology of B 

cells that are stimulated through the antigen receptor.   
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Figure 3. Kinetics of transcriptional response to BCR stimulation 
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Figure 3. Kinetics of transcriptional response to BCR stimulation 

A) Representative kinetic profiles of transcripts based on k-means clustering derived 

from RNA-seq values across a 6-hour time course.  

B) Gene ontology enrichment analysis of cluster III genes. “Total genes in term” 

refers to number of genes within the indicated pathway according to BioSystems: 

REACTOME and “genes common with training set” refers to number of genes 

shared between the input gene list and the designated genes within a pathway.  

C) Fold change of RPKM at peak RNA induction time within each transcriptome 

cluster. 

D) Basal (0 h) RPKM values of genes for each of the six transcriptome clusters. 
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Figure 4. Comparison between TLR4 and BCR stimulation 
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Figure 4. Comparison between TLR4 and BCR stimulation 

A) Fold induction of RNA (≥2) at 0.5, 1, 2, and 6 hours compared to 0 h in B cells 

stimulated via BCR (anti-IgM) and TLR4 (LPS). 

B) Heatmap of “immune cluster genes” from transcriptome cluster III for both BCR 

and TLR4 activated time courses.  
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Genome-wide inducible RelA binding in anti-IgM stimulated B cells.  

To elucidate the role of RelA in BCR-induced gene expression, we performed RelA 

ChIP-seq and looked to genes that demonstrate BCR-specific inducible RelA (iRelA) 

binding one hour after stimulation. We set the following criteria to stringently identify 

inducible binding of RelA genome-wide in response to BCR signaling. We restricted our 

analyses to genes that are reproducibly represented across two biological replicates, 

set a minimum peak intensity cutoff of 10, and used a cutoff of ≥2-fold enrichment of 

RelA binding between zero and one hour. For analysis purposes, we partitioned the 

genome into three regions: promoter, which was arbitrarily defined as -3 kb to +1 kb 

relative to the TSS, gene body (GB), defined as +1 kb to the termination site, and 

intergenic, defined as non-promoter and non-GB regions (Fig 5). With these criteria, we 

found a total of 2,026 genes with inducible promoter binding, 1,297 genes with inducible 

gene body binding, and 729 genes with inducible intergenic region binding (Fig 6A).  

Within each transcriptome cluster, we questioned if iRelA binding occurred selectively in 

one versus the other and whether this could have any biological implications. Clusters 

II, III, and VI showed the largest percentages of genes that demonstrated iRelA binding 

(Fig 6B). The transcriptome kinetics of clusters II and III are very similar to the kinetics 

of nuclear RelA levels in anti-IgM stimulated B cells [76], which led us to further 

investigate potential RelA dependency of these genes. To determine if there are any 

patterns in the genomic location of inducible binding and the gene expression kinetics, 

iRelA patterns were grouped based on binding to various genomic locations (Fig 6B). 

Interestingly, the greatest percentage of iRelA occurred in the promoter regions of 

genes in all transcriptome clusters, which is contrary to what has been reported 
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previously [22], but this may be attributable to the variations in categorization of 

genomic locations and the stringent parameters that we have set for what constitutes 

inducible transcription factor binding.  

To determine if inducibility of RelA binding varies with genomic location (i.e. whether 

RelA enrichment occurs selectively at different regions of the genome), we compared 

the fold change of RelA enrichment at one hour after stimulation versus the naive state 

in each of the three genomic regions (Fig 6C). There were two distinct levels of 

inducible binding; the first level was between 2- and 10- fold and the second was 

between 10- and 100-fold. As expected, these two levels arise largely as a result of the 

levels of RelA at baseline, with those that show very high levels of inducibility having 

very little or no detectable RelA binding at baseline. The highest median level of 

inducibility occurred at promoters of genes compared to the gene body and intergenic 

regions, which suggests that iRelA binding at promoters is a de novo and directed 

process. iRelA binding at genic bodies and/or intergenic regions was less robust, which 

was largely due to prebound RelA instead of low absolute levels of RelA binding at one 

hour. These results suggest that in response to BCR stimulation, iRelA binding is largely 

targeted specifically to promoters, which can, in collaboration with other factors, lead to 

the initiation of transcription.  

To relate iRelA binding to a functional output, we looked to the fold changes of RNA at 

one hour in response to anti-IgM stimulation. Regardless of the genomic region to which 

RelA inducibly binds, the median fold change in RNA was unchanged (Fig 6D). The fact 

that more than half the genes with iRelA binding do not show a concordant increase in 

RNA is consistent with previous studies [22], but still surprising, as our analyses applied 
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more stringent measures in defining RelA binding. One possibility as to why most iRelA 

binding did not result in a corresponding increase in RNA is due to interplay with other 

transcription factors that may act as negative regulators of gene expression. Another 

possibility is the absence of necessary coactivators that are needed to activate 

transcription. Yet another possibility is that a subset of genes that are RelA dependent 

bind the TF in a manner that does not fit into the parameters of our analyses (e.g. distal 

enhancers, promoters outside of the arbitrarily defined region, etc). A better 

understanding of the factors involved in productive transcription, which we deem as 

≥50% increase in basal RPKM, can further our knowledge of RNA regulation. The data 

also indicates that much of the induced RNA is independent of iRelA binding (Fig 6D, 

last column), which is unsurprising as many other transcription factors, such as NF-AT, 

are known to be activated in primary B cells [81, 82].  
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Figure 5. Classification of genomic regions for RelA ChIP-seq analyses. 
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Figure 5. Classification of genomic regions for RelA ChIP-seq analysis 

RelA ChIP-seq data was partitioned into three discrete categories for analysis purposes. 

The promoter was arbitrarily defined as -3 kb to +1 kb relative to the TSS, the gene 

body (GB) was defined as +1 kb to the termination site, and the intergenic regions were 

defined as non-promoter and non-GB regions. Peaks within intergenic regions were 

associated with the genes in the closest proximity.    
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Figure 6. Genome-wide inducible RelA binding in anti-IgM stimulated B cells 
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Figure 6. Genome-wide inducible RelA binding in anti-IgM stimulated B cells.  

A) Overlap between genes that show inducible RelA binding in either the promoter, 

gene body (GB), and/or intergenic regions.  

B) Breakdown of iRelA binding based on genomic locations within transcriptome 

clusters. Size of the circles reflects the number of genes within each cluster. 

C) Levels of inducibility in RelA binding in promoter, gene body, or intergenic 

regions.  

D) Fold change in RNA as a function of iRelA binding in the designated genomic 

locations. 
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Inducible RelA binding relative to pre-existing DNase hypersensitive sites. 

We next sought to determine the genome wide status of chromatin accessibility and 

which sites with iRelA binding were accessible in the naïve state versus those that 

required chromatin remodeling after stimulation. Several methods, including MNase-

seq, DNase I hypersensitivity sequencing, FAIRE-seq, and more recently, ATAC-seq, 

can be used to determine accessible chromatin regions and mark regulatory regions 

such as promoters, enhancers, and silencers [83-85]. Thus, we annotated the RelA 

ChIP-seq peaks with DHS-seq data from primary murine splenic naïve CD43- B cells 

available from ENCODE. Greater than 90% of inducible RelA peaks in the promoter 

regions had a preexisting DHS site, while in the cases of both gene body and intergenic 

regions, roughly 70% of inducible RelA peaks occurred in preexisting DHS sites (Fig 

7A). These findings are consistent with previously published results across different cell 

types and stimuli, which have shown that most RelA (and GR) peaks coincide with pre-

existing DHS sites [35]. The fact that the percentage of pre-existing DHS sites in the 

promoter regions of genes with iRelA binding is greater than in the gene body and 

intergenic regions suggests that pre-existing promoter DHS sites are more susceptible 

to RelA binding, possibly because of stronger consensus NF-B motifs and/or other 

factors that recruit it.  

Within each genomic region, we also looked to the percentage of genes with induced 

RNA expression (Fig 7A) and found that approximately 20% of all genes with iRelA 

binding also have DHS sites and induced RNA. Of the genes that displayed iRelA 

binding, but no DHS sites, <5% demonstrated inducible RNA across all genomic 

locations. Further, genes that contain pre-existing DHS sites, have iRelA binding, and 
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lead to productive transcription appear to be mostly dependent on RelA binding in non-

overlapping genomic locations, i.e. the majority of RelA binding occurs exclusively in the 

promoter, gene body, or intergenic regions (Fig 7B). Finally, we looked to the absolute 

RNA levels of genes with pre-existing DHS sites, iRelA binding at one hour, and at least 

1.5-fold induced RNA (Fig 7C). RPKM values covered a broad range in all categories, 

which may be reflective of differential requirements for functional activity of genes 

and/or multiple mechanisms at work to accumulate or downregulate transcript levels.  

These results reveal that the pre-existing chromatin structure plays a dominant role in 

the binding patterns of RelA and, very likely, other TFs. However, there are clearly 

several layers of regulation post-TF binding that control gene expression, as the final 

transcript levels of genes with both DHS sites and iRelA binding vary greatly in RNA 

abundance.  
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Figure 7. Inducible RelA binding relative to pre-existing DNase hypersensitive sites. 
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Figure 7. Inducible RelA binding relative to pre-existing DNase hypersensitive 

sites. 

A. Inducible RelA peaks in promoter (L), gene body (M), and intergenic (R) 

annotated with DNase hypersensitive peaks at 0 h (ENCODE) and displayed as 

DHS- (no coinciding DHS peak), DHS- iRNA (no DHS, but inducibly upregulated 

RNA at 1h), DHS+ (coinciding DHS peak), and DHS+ iRNA (DHS and inducibly 

upregulated RNA at 1 h).  

B. Overlap of genes that display iRelA binding within various genomic locations, 

overlapping pre-existing DHS sites, and inducibly upregulated RNA at one hour.  

C. RPKM values of genes at one hour separated based on genomic location of 

iRelA binding.  
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Basal state epigenetic and transcriptional status of genes with iRelA binding 

Various histone marks and modifications serve as a means by which the status (active 

vs repressed) of a gene can be determined. H3K4me3, for example, is indicative of 

active promoters and is often enriched near the TSS of genes [86]. As mentioned 

previously, the pre-existing epigenetic landscape can lend great insight into RelA 

binding activity, and consequently, the BCR-induced B cell response. Therefore, we 

used all available ENCODE and GEO data from primary murine splenic naïve B cells 

and annotated the status of basal DHS, RNA Polymerase II, H3K4me3, H3K36me3, 

and H3K27me3 to iRelA peaks. Further, we extended the analysis to include RNA that 

is induced ≥1.5-fold at one hour after BCR stimulation (productive). From a 

transcriptional standpoint, we found that approximately 70% of genes with iRelA binding 

in the promoter contain both a DHS and PolII at the basal level, a small subset of which 

leads to productive transcription (Fig 8A). When we extend the analysis to include 

genes with H3K4me3 marks, which is associated with transcriptional start sites of 

actively transcribed genes [86], approximately 50% have H3K4me3 and PolII at the 

basal level, of which a small subset demonstrate productive transcription (Fig 8B). 

Promoter enrichment analyses using HOMER of these genes that either lead to non-

productive or productive transcription revealed that the most enriched motifs were 

consensus sites for Usf2 and NF-/p65, respectively (Fig 9). Interestingly, a previous 

study reported that USF1 and USF2 were enriched in sites that bound NF-B, 

especially c-Rel, but lacked consensus NF-B sites [87]. Thus, it may be possible that 

p65/c-Rel dimers bind to the non-productive sites, which may be less effective at 

initiating transcription, despite the presence of TADs in both monomers.  
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Finally, we looked to H3K36me3, which is deposited in the core and at the 3′ end of 

active genes, and H3K27me3, which acts as a strong repressive marker [88, 89]. 

Unsurprisingly, these marks are not highly enriched at the promoters of genes while 

H3K4me3, a mark largely exclusive to promoters, is highly enriched (Fig 8C). Taken 

together, the data suggests that most iRelA dependent productive transcription occurs 

in promoters that contain a pre-existing DHS site, H3K4me3, and poised PolII. 
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Figure 8. Epigenetic and transcriptional status of resting B cells 
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Figure 8. Epigenetic and transcriptional status of resting B cells  

A. DHS-seq data from ENCODE on CD43- B cells and RNA PolIII ChIP-seq data 

from GEO was annotated to the RelA ChIP-seq dataset and iRelA peaks were 

scored as overlapping with these features if the distance between peaks was 

≤100 bp. Based on RNA-seq data, transcripts that were induced ≥1.5 fold at any 

time point after stimulation were deemed “productive” and overlapped with the 

transcription features. Representative IGV tracks from the largest category 

shown on the right. 

B. Same as (A), but does not include DHS sites and instead incorporates H3K4me3 

data from GEO. 

C. Histone marks H3K27me3 and H3K36me3 from ENCODE were annotated as 

described in (A) and overlapped with H3K4me3.   
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Figure 9. Promoter motif enrichment of differentially expressed genes. 
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Figure 9. Promoter motif enrichment of differentially expressed genes. 

HOMER analysis of promoters (-400 bp to +100 bp relative to TSS) of genes with ip65 

binding at promoter, H3K4me3 and PolII at basal state, and either  

A) no productive transcription at any time point assayed after stimulation or  

B) productive transcription at any time point assayed after stimulation. 
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Stimulus specificity of NF- in B cells  

To better understand the relationship between iRelA binding (promoter, GB, and/or 

intergenic) and the stimulus-specific transcriptional program, we looked to genes that 

display iRelA binding after BCR stimulation and compared RNA expression levels in 

cells treated with another stimulus. Thus, we compared gene expression patterns in B 

cells stimulated via the BCR or TLR4 based on iRelA binding in response to BCR 

activation. Because anti-IgM treatment results in the rapid nuclear translocation of RelA 

while LPS treatment leads to later and more sustained nuclear RelA, we compared 

gene expression of BCR stimulated cells at one hour to TLR4 stimulated cells at six 

hours. Intriguingly, genes that inducibly bound RelA and induced RNA after anti-IgM 

stimulation were largely unique to BCR vs TLR4 stimulation at both one and six hours 

(Fig 10A). Most, but not all, genes induced after BCR stimulation are not induced in 

response to TLR4 stimulation at either one or six hours post LPS treatment. In 

accordance with this, genes that show BCR-induced RelA binding and induce RNA after 

LPS treatment are uniquely upregulated when compared to BCR activation (Fig 10B). 

Genes with iRelA binding and inducibly upregulated RNA after BCR stimulation were 

enriched for “immune system processes” and “chemotaxis”, whereas genes that are 

inducibly upregulated after LPS stimulation were enriched for “gene silencing”. This, 

however, may be due to selecting genes with iRelA binding in response to BCR 

stimulation instead of LPS stimulation. Taken together, these data strongly suggest that 

transcriptional control in primary B cells is dependent on iRelA binding and likely 

dependent on stimulus-specific co-activators and/or repressors. 
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Figure 10. Stimulus-specificity of RelA in B cells 
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Figure 10. Stimulus-specificity of RelA in B cells 

A) Genes that demonstrate iRelA binding (promoter, GB, and/or intergenic) 1h after 

BCR stimulation and inducibly upregulated RNA by at least 3-fold compared to 

the level of RNA induction in response to TLR4 stimulation at 6h (L) or 1h (R). 

Red dots indicate individual fold change of transcript in response to TLR4 

stimulation while blue dots indicate BCR stimulation. Solid lines reflect the 

LOWESS fitted curve for each condition.  

B) Genes that demonstrate iRelA binding (promoter, GB, and/or intergenic) 1h after 

BCR stimulation and inducibly upregulated RNA by at least 3-fold 6h (L) or 1h (R) 

after TLR stimulation compared to the level of RNA induction in response to BCR 

stimulation. Red dots indicate individual fold change of transcript in response to 

TLR4 stimulation while blue indicates BCR stimulation. Solid lines reflect the 

LOWESS fitted curve for each condition.   
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Determination of bona fide RelA target genes by use of pharmacological inhibition of 

IKK-2 and genetic ablation of RelA. 

The status of transcription factor binding is often not sufficient for the activation of a 

gene, which led us to more rigorously define bona fide RelA target genes by 

pharmacological inhibition of IKK-2. We used two IKK-2 inhibitors, BAY 11-7082 and 

TPCA-1 [90, 91], which ultimately inhibits the nuclear translocation of RelA. B cells were 

pretreated with IKK-2 inhibitors for one hour prior to activation via anti-IgM. After 

confirmation that nuclear RelA levels were inhibited after stimulation (Fig 11A), we 

performed RNA-seq on samples treated with inhibitors and anti-IgM to accurately 

determine genes that were dependent on IKK-2, and by inference, RelA. To validate 

functional IKK-2 inhibition, we performed qPCR on several putative NF-kB targets (Fig 

12). Approximately 900 genes were induced ≥1.5-fold with anti-IgM alone at one hour, 

of which 322 were reduced 75% with IKK-2 inhibition prior to anti-IgM treatment. Of 

these 322 genes, roughly 40% also displayed iRelA binding (Fig 11B). Interestingly, 

genes that displayed inducible RelA binding in the promoter region (either alone or in 

combination with gene body and/or intergenic) were most affected by IKK-2 inhibition 

(Fig 11D). When compared to putative RelA target genes from two different NF- 

target gene databases, only a small number of genes overlapped these lists (Fig 11D), 

which may either reflect B cell specific genes that are RelA dependent and therefore, 

not yet curated, or the IKK-2 inhibitors may affect target genes of other transcription 

factors that are directly or indirectly linked to IKK-2. GO analysis of the 128 RelA target 

genes revealed enrichment for NFAT-regulated NFAT dependent transcription, TNF 
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signaling pathway, NF-kB signaling pathway, TCR, and BCR signaling pathways, in 

which many widely accepted RelA target genes were represented (Fig 11E).  

Indeed, many genes that would have been categorized as RelA targets based on 

inducible RelA binding alone were significantly downregulated after treatment with 

inhibitors. However, there was a larger subset of genes that were downregulated in 

response to treatment with inhibitors, but did not rely on inducible RelA binding (Fig 

11B). These 194 genes may be regulated by distal enhancers, which are not accounted 

for in our definition of iRelA binding. In line with this, it has been previously shown that 

RelA, in collaboration with other TFs, establishes de novo enhancers in macrophages 

stimulated with lipid A [33]. Collectively, we refer to “RelA target genes” as those that 

both a) demonstrate inducible RelA binding and b) RNA expression is abrogated by 

treatment with IKK-2 inhibitors (Table 1).  

Finally, we used genetic ablation of RelA to strengthen the validity of the genes we have 

identified as RelA targets based on binding and pharmacological IKK-2 inhibition. Using 

RelAfl/fl B cells, we treated the cells ex vivo with Tat-Cre for 48 hours, which excises the 

genomic regions between exons 5 to 8 of RelA, leading to non-functional protein (Fig 

13A-C). qPCR of several NF-kB target genes using ex vivo generated RelA-/- B cells 

revealed were consistent with our binding and pharmacological studies, although 

genome-wide sequencing has not yet been done (Fig 14). Taken together, we have 

effectively used iRelA binding, pharmacological inhibition of IKK-2, and genetic ablation 

of RelA to accurately identify and report RelA target genes in BCR-induced B cells.  
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Figure 11. Determination of bona fide RelA target genes by IKK-2 pharmacological inhibition. 
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Figure 11. Determination of bona fide RelA target genes by use of IKK-2 

pharmacological inhibition.  

A) Nuclear and cytoplasmic levels of RelA in B cells with and without the treatment 

of two IKK-2 inhibitors, BAY 11-7082 and TPCA-1, followed by anti-IgM 

stimulation. Western blot quantitation shown on the right.  

B) Overlap of genes that demonstrate iRelA binding at any genomic location and 

inducible genes that are downregulated in the presence of both IKK-2 inhibitors.   

C) Overlap of genes that demonstrate iRelA binding in promoters and inducible 

genes that are downregulated in the presence of both IKK-2 inhibitors.   

D) Overlap between genes ≥75% downregulated in the presence of both IKK-2 

inhibitors and putative target genes curated by T. Gilmore and Y. Yang.  

E) GO enrichment for RelA target genes.  
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Figure 12. Validation of IKK-2 inhibition 
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Figure 12. Validation of IKK-2 inhibition  

A) Representative profiles of RNA levels measured by qPCR of RelA target genes 

(iRelA binding and affected by inhibitor) in the presence and absence of IKK-2 

inhibition.  

B) Representative profiles of RNA levels measured by qPCR of genes with iRelA 

binding (top two graphs) and without iRelA (bottom two graphs) in the presence 

and absence of IKK-2 inhibition.  
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Table 1. Genes ≤ 75% inhibited with IKK-2 inhibitors and demonstrate 
iRelA binding. 

Synj1 Tgif2 Maff Nfkbia 

Opa1 Elf1 Sqstm1 Ier2 

Lrrc32 Pmaip1 Gem Junb 

G3bp2 Fbxo4 Lrmp Zfp36 

Sec24a Crlf2 Icam1 Nfkbid 

Camta2 Nr4a2 Ptpn22 Dusp2 

Celf2 Hilpda Nfkbiz Srgn 

Plk4 Cd274 Ccr7 Rasgef1b 

Rhbdd3 Fos Ptbp1 Cd83 

Atl3 Ildr1 Cd72 Med11 

Clasrp E330020D12Rik Mafk Litaf 

Trim11 Rgs1 Plk3 Gpr183 

Bfar Slc15a3 Snora78 Plek 

Ptger4 Crb3 Samsn1 Ccnl1 

Eif4g2 Map3k8 Ubl3 Nfkbie 

Bbip1 Mir1932 Traf1 Plaur 

1600012H06Rik Timm9 Zc3h12a Egr2 

Arl5b Slc41a1 Pik3ap1 Ehd1 

Eif4a1 Srrd Tob2 Tgif1 

Nub1 Ptp4a2 Stap1 Pim1 

P2rx4 Rgs19 Kdm6b Gadd45b 

Rps27a Txnl4a Orai1 Myc 

Azin1 Grasp Sub1 Irf4 

Alg9 Nampt Egr3 Rilpl2 

Rab20 Slc35b2 Hspa5 Evi2a 

2700038G22Rik Gfi1 Fam43a Snhg9 
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Phlda1 D1Ertd622e 

Tk1 Dusp1 

Dnajb4 Flcn 

Ralgds Prr7 

Vegfa Rel 

Dusp10 

Stx11 

Ccdc50 

Dclre1c 

Fen1 

Slc9a8 

S1pr3 

Mreg 

Zbtb10 

Skil 

Fosb 

Fcgr2b 

Lmna 

Plekho2 

Cd180 

Fkbp2 

Il1r2 

Mapk6 

Tnfaip3 

Rnf2 

Rabgef1 

Casp4 
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Figure 13. Tat-Cre treatment of RelAfl/fl B cells results in excision of gRelA and leads to 
decreased protein. 
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Figure 13. Tat-Cre treatment of RelAfl/fl B cells results in excision of gRelA DNA 

and leads to decreased protein 

A. Schematic of genomic RelA locus with relative positioning of exons; black lines 

indicate the location of LoxP sites, which are recognized by Cre and lead to the 

subsequent excision of DNA.  

B. Optimization of Tat-Cre treatment using primary RelAfl/fl B cells and varying 

concentrations of Tat-Cre (50 or 100 ug) and time the cells are harvested after 

Tat-Cre treatment (24, 48, or 72 hours). (L): DNA samples run on 1% agarose 

gel and (R): protein samples run on 10% polyacrylamide gel and probed with 

anti-p65 antibody.  

C. RelAfl/fl BB cells treated with 100 ug of Tat-Cre and incubated for 48 hours were 

fixed and stained with anti-p65 antibody and analyzed by flow cytometry.  
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Figure 14. RNA kinetics of select genes after genetic ablation of RelA 
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Figure 14. Validation of target genes by genetic ablation of RelA using TAT-Cre 

Representative qPCR profiles of genes induced within one hour after BCR stimulation in 

primary B cells treated with Tat-Cre for 48 hours.   
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Potential RelA dependent distal regulation of CCL3 and CCL4 

Despite the stringent conditions we applied in our ChIP-seq analyses, we did not 

account for genes that are regulated via distal enhancers. Previous reports have 

indicated that the majority of binding sites of signal-dependent transcription factors are 

in distal intra- and intergenic locations that exhibit enhancer-associated histone marks 

[33]. This report indicated about 50% of “enhancer-like” regions were intragenic, which 

in our analyses, would be defined as gene body. Our analyses found the greatest level 

of inducible RelA binding in the promoter of genes and the genes that were most 

affected by IKK-2 inhibition were those that inducibly bound RelA. Of particular interest, 

however, are the genes that were affected by treatment with IKK-2 inhibitors and yet did 

not depend on RelA binding. As seen in Fig 15A, three genes with fast, exponential 

decay (addressed in the following chapter), Plau, Ccl3, and Ccl4, in the “no iRelA” 

category are strongly induced and have been previously curated as putative NF- 

target genes [92], but there was no detectable constitutive or inducible binding of RelA 

in their promoters or gene bodies. Because initial studies that deemed Ccl3/4 as NF- 

target genes were done in a human cell line system using a luciferase assay under the 

control of strong RelA binding motifs, it can be argued that the modes of regulation differ 

between species, but RelA also seems to play an essential role in the regulation of 

mouseCcl3 and Ccl4. Pharmacological and genetic perturbation of the canonical NF- 

pathway dramatically decreased production of Ccl3 and Ccl4 transcripts, indicating that 

NF-B is playing a critical role in their expression patterns (Fig 15B).  

Approximately 7 kb upstream of the CCL3 gene, there is a stretch of DNA that is DNAse 

hypersensitive, H3K27ac, and H3K4me3 positive, and is enriched for PolII (Fig 20C, 
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left). There is also a modest inducible p65 peak overlapping this putative regulatory 

region, although this peak does not score in our analyses due to the stringent 

parameters (Fig 20C, right). Based on the enrichment of these factors, we postulate 

that RelA is involved in the regulation of CCL3 and CCL4 by this regulatory region, but 

this warrants further analysis. Nonetheless, this example highlights instances in which 

RelA-dependent regulation of gene expression are less straightforward than promoter 

binding leading to transcription.  
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Figure 15. CCL3 and CCL4 regulation by RelA 
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Figure 15. CCL3 and CCL4 regulation by RelA 

A. Genes with fast exponential decay were separated into categories of iRelA 

binding with  sites under the peak, iRelA binding with no  site under the 

peak, and no iRelA binding and graphed according to RNA fold induction and 

RPKM.  

B. Top: RNA expression levels of Ccl3 and Ccl4 in WT B cells treated with IKK-2 

inhibitors and bottom: RelAfl/fl B cells treated with Tat-Cre. 

C. (L): RNA-seq and histone mark profile of Ccl3 and Ccl4 and (R): RelA ChIP-seq 

profile.  
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Chapter III: mRNA decay of RelA-dependent genes in BCR-stimulated B cells 

Introduction 

Steady state gene expression is a comprehensive output of transcription (synthesis) 

and mRNA decay. The decay of mRNA is arguably as important as its synthesis, 

especially in the context of proinflammatory cytokines and chemokines [93]. For 

example, dysregulated TNFα synthesis and/or decay will likely result in a chronically 

hyperinflammatory milieu in vivo, which can lead to serious pathological consequences. 

Several methods now exist to determine mRNA decay rates, such as treatment with 

transcription elongation inhibitors, metabolic labeling, and isolation of chromatin, 

followed by genome-wide sequencing [61, 93, 94]. Many studies (addressed in a 

following section) have looked to global mRNA decay rates and half-lives using various 

methods in different cell types in response to diverse stimuli, but very few studies look 

to primary cells. Therefore, the goal of our study is to determine genome-wide mRNA 

half-lives in primary BCR-induced B cells, especially in the context of NF-B-targets, to 

gain a better understanding of the total life cycle of an NF-B target gene. 

Factors involved in mRNA stability 

mRNA stability can be regulated by myriad processes, including RNA-binding protein 

(RBPs), miRNAs, lncRNAs, etc. The 3’ untranslated region (UTR), defined as the region 

of mRNA between translation termination codon and the polyA-tail, is widely accepted 

as an important cis-regulatory element that recruits factors, such as RBPs and non-

coding RNAs, involved in the regulation of mRNA stability (reviewed in [95]). As shown 

in Fig 16A, AU-rich sequence elements (AREs) are contained within most 3’ UTRs and 

are necessary for the recruitment of specific proteins, such as TTP or HuR, that result in 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Translation_%28biology%29
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Termination_codon
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the either decay or stability of the mRNA, respectively (reviewed in [96, 97]). Apart from 

AU-rich elements, 3’ UTRs often contain other sequence elements that recruit specific 

RBPs and affect mRNA stability. For example, CUG triplet repeat RNA-binding protein 1 

(CUGBP1) binds to embryo deadenylation element (EDEN)-like sequences, leading to 

the deadenylation and destabilization of mRNA [98]. On the other hand, polypyrimidine 

tract-binding protein (PTB) binds to UC-rich elements and stabilizes mRNA [99] (Fig 

16B). Noncoding RNAs, such as miRNAs, play an integral role in the regulation of 

mRNA stability by binding to specific anti-sense sequences in the 3’ UTRs of genes and 

recruiting the RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC), which ultimately leads to 

deadenylation and mRNA decay (Fig 16C). Finally, nonsense mediated decay (NMD) is 

an mRNA degradation process that protects against deleterious truncated proteins 

encoded by mRNA with premature termination codons (Fig 16D).  

Yet another mechanism to control gene expression is alternative polyadenylation (APA), 

the addition of a poly(A) tail to a messenger RNA to multiple possible sites within a 

gene, resulting in either a quantitative or qualitative change in gene expression. In 

coding-region APA (CR-APA), the alternative poly(A) sites are located within introns or 

exons, which may result in different protein isoforms. For example, during the B cell 

transition to a plasma cell, the membrane-bound form of IgM switches to the secreted 

form due to CR-APA [100-102]. In UTR-APA, the alternative poly(A) sites are located 

within the 3’ UTRs, which results in transcripts with varying lengths of 3’ UTRs, 

potentially leading to transcript differential regulation (reviewed in [103]).  

Clearly, there are many possible ways by which mRNA stability is regulated, indicating 

that it is while many factors can lead to increased or decreased stability, it is also a 
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tightly controlled mechanism. This rigorous regulation is an important feature in 

eukaryotic cells as levels of RNA must be appropriately modulated in response to stress 

or stimuli to elicit the proper outcome.  

Mammalian mRNA half-lives 

An early study that sought to determine mRNA half-lives on a genome-wide level in 

mouse embryonic stem cells found the median RNA half-life to be roughly 7 hours. They 

identified less than 100 genes that had half-lives less than one hour, which were 

enriched for regulatory functions [104].  In line with this, Friedel et al determined half-

lives of transcripts in mouse and human B cells and fibroblasts and found that in both 

species, transcripts with short half-lives were involved in transcription regulation and 

signal transduction, whereas transcripts with longer half-lives were involved in cellular 

metabolism. Further, this study compared half-lives determined by either addition of 

actinomycin D or 4-thiouridine (4-SU) incorporation followed by sequencing. Based on 

their analyses, they reported that actinomycin D treatment may provide less accurate 

half-lives for transcripts that have slow decay, but transcripts with fast (less than six 

hours) decay can be determined with as much accuracy as treating the cells with 4-SU 

[105]. 

Raghavan et al determined half-lives of roughly 6,000 RNA transcripts using 

actinomycin D followed by microarray of primary human T lymphocytes stimulated with 

anti-CD3 or anti-CD3 and anti-CD28. The largest proportion of transcripts had long half-

lives (>6 hours), with a much smaller proportion of transcripts having very short half-

lives. When looking exclusively to the subset of transcripts that are induced 5-fold or 

more upon stimulation (either anti-CD3 and anti-CD28 or anti-CD3 alone), the largest 
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proportion of transcripts had very short half-lives (<60 min). These short-lived genes 

were enriched in the biological processes such as cytokines, signal transduction 

regulators, transcription factors, and regulators of apoptosis. When looking to the AREs 

in the 3’ UTRs of genes in T cells, approximately a quarter of genes had rapid decay, 

half had intermediate decay, and the remaining had slow decay. Thus, while AREs may 

be important for a subset of genes with rapid decay, it is clearly not the only element at 

play in regulating the decay of transcripts nor is it sufficient for the decay of transcripts.  

Coordinated regulation of transcription and mRNA decay 

Studies in yeast were the first to report evidence of promoter elements dictating RNA 

stability [106, 107]. Bregman et al observed that upon changing the upstream activating 

sequence (UAS) of promoter elements in yeast, decay kinetics of transcripts are altered 

[106]. Haimovich et al found that perturbations of mRNA decay machinery led to global 

dramatic changes in the transcription patterns as well [107]. Since then, the concept of 

communication between the 5’ and 3’ ends of genes has gained considerable 

momentum. A recent study done in HeLa cells found that the transcription factor, Erg, 

was necessary for the recruitment of the decay machinery, CCR4-NOT, via its 

interaction with an RBP, RBPMS [108]. However, it was not clear whether the 

transcripts that were dependent on Erg for their decay were also induced by the same 

transcription factor. Taken together, accumulating evidence is strongly suggestive of 

gene expression as a circular process, with transcription factors affecting mRNA 

stability and stability factors affecting transcription.   
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*Adapted from [109]  

Figure 16. Modes of mRNA stability 
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Figure 16. Modes of mRNA stability 

A. AU-rich element (ARE)- mediated decay: sequence-encoded AU-rich elements 

recruit RNA binding proteins (RBPs) such as tristetraprolin (TTP), which 

subsequently results in mRNA deadenylation and decay. RBPs such as HuR 

may act to oppose the functions of TTP, resulting in increased mRNA stability.   

B. Non-ARE-mediated decay: RBPs, such as CUG triplet repeat RNA-binding 

protein 1 (CUGBP1), bind to embryo deadenylation element (EDEN)-like 

sequences, destabilizing mRNA. Conversely, RBPs such as polypyrimidine tract-

binding protein (PTB) bind to UC-rich sequences and stabilize mRNA.  

C. microRNA-mediated decay: miRNAs (20-24 nt) bind to specific seed sequences 

in 3’ UTRs and recruit RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC), leading to 

deadenylation and degradation of mRNA.  

D. Nonsense-mediated decay: mRNAs harboring premature termination codons are 

selectively degraded through interactions between regulator of nonsense 

transcripts (UPF) proteins, leading to cleavage of the transcript.  
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Decay kinetics of BCR-inducible genes  

As mRNA levels are a comprehensive readout of both the transcription and decay of 

mRNA, we looked to the decay kinetics of RNA to get a complete picture of the levels at 

which NF-B-dependent mRNA is regulated. Therefore, we determined the half-lives of 

> 1,200 genes by blocking transcription using the PolII inhibitor, actinomycin D (ActD), 

and tracking the decay pattern of the residual RNA. As shown in Fig 14A, one hour post 

stimulation with anti-IgM, cells were treated with ActD and harvested at discrete 

timepoints across a six hour time course and the RNA was subsequently subjected to 

microarray. Despite the different platforms used to measure mRNA kinetics for steady-

state (RNA-seq) and decay rates (microarray), the two datasets were consistent such 

that joint analysis is justified (Fig 15). To avoid false- positives and artifacts, we applied 

a series of stringent criteria on the data derived from the microarray. The raw intensity 

values from the microarray at any timepoint for all probes must exceed 150, induction 

levels must be at least 1.3-fold, and RNA maxima must occur at either 1 or 2 hours, 

coinciding with RelA nuclear expression levels, after ActD treatment. For a detailed 

explanation of how RNA half-lives were determined, see Materials and Methods.  

We divided the genes based on the decay kinetics of genes as either fast (≤70 min), 

intermediate (70-240 min), or slow (≥240 min) and further subdivided them as 

exponential or nonexponential decay. We found 154 genes with t1/2 ≤70 min, 559 with 

t1/2 between 70 and 240 min, and 507 with t1/2 ≥240 min. The majority of genes with 

fast decay (128/154) showed exponential decay, while those with slow (437/507), and to 

a lesser extent, intermediate (358/559), decay showed mostly nonexponential decay 

(Fig 14B). The majority of genes demonstrated slow, nonexponential decay, which is 
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consistent with the decay pattern of genes in primary T cells stimulated with CD3/CD28 

[110]. To ensure that the microarray-derived half-lives were reliable, we confirmed half-

lives of many genes using qPCR, which provided similar results (Fig 14C). As has been 

previously demonstrated in fibroblasts stimulated with anti-TNF, genes with fast, 

exponential decay show a GO enrichment for cytokine activity [60] (Fig 14B). When we 

compared the induction of RNA to their half-lives, we found that highly induced RNA 

displayed faster half-lives than those that had lower induction, consistent with previous 

findings [60] (Fig 16A). The transcriptome profiles of genes among each of the decay 

categories were relatively comparable and mostly enriched for clusters I, II, and III (Fig 

16B). This is unsurprising as one of the criteria for genes chosen for decay analysis was 

the induction of RNA at one or two hours after stimulation. Finally, we also looked to the 

prevalence of inducible RelA binding in genes from each of the decay categories and 

found that genes with faster decay kinetics show a higher proportion of inducible RelA 

binding in the promoter, gene body, and/or intergenic regions (Fig 16C).   
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Figure 17. Decay kinetics of BCR-inducible genes 
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Figure 17. Decay kinetics of BCR-inducible genes  

A) Top: experimental schema outlining sample treatment and collection; bottom: 

numbers of probes from microarray after application of various criteria.  

B) Profile of B lymphocyte mRNA decay categorized by fast (<70 min), intermediate 

(70-240 min), and slow (>240 min), exponential, or nonexponential degradation. 

Genes with fast, exponential decay displayed enrichment for cytokine activity and 

cytokine receptor binding.  

C) Representative profiles of genes (Nfkbia and Ccl3) with both microarray- and 

qPCR- derived half-lives.    
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Figure 18. Comparison between microarray and RNA-seq datasets 
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Figure 18. Comparison between microarray and RNA-seq datasets  

Fluorescent intensity values from microarray were log2 transformed and plotted against 

(log2 transformed FPKM + 1) values from RNA-seq dataset. Correlations of all 

timepoints were determined using the R2 value.   
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Figure 19. Relationship between ip65 cistrome, transcriptome, and mRNA stability 
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Figure 19. Relationship between ip65 cistrome, transcriptome, and mRNA stability 

A) Induction vs. half-life of RNA based on values derived from microarray. Red lines 

indicate median fold-change in RNA induction.   

B) Division of genes within each decay category into transcriptome clusters (based 

on Fig 3A). 

C) Division of genes within each decay category based on iRelA binding.  
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hnRNPA1, in part, mediates rapid decay of many RelA-dependent genes 

The simplest interpretation of exponential vs nonexponential decay is a single- vs multi-

step decay mechanism, respectively. Therefore, we looked to the 3’ UTRs of fast, 

exponential decaying genes for common regulatory features that may explain 

similarities in RNA stability. To determine if alternative polyadenylation can account for 

differential decay patterns, we used the bioinformatics algorithm “Dynamic analyses of 

alternative polyadenylation (APA) from RNA-seq” (DaPars) to quantify relative APA 

usage. DaPars directly infers dynamic APA events through comparison between 

different conditions. For a given transcript, DaPars first identifies the de novo distal 

polyA site based on a continuous RNA-seq signal independent of the gene model and 

uses a linear regression model to identify the location of a de novo proximal polyA site 

as an optimal fitting point [111]. As can be seen in Fig 20A, there were very few APA 

events in the 3’ UTRs of genes that are induced at 1 hour and although the number 

increases when looking to the coding regions (CR) of genes, genes that demonstrate 

fast decay are not represented. Thus, APA events do not play a significant role in the 

rapid decay of BCR-inducible genes.  

As it has been previously proposed that 3’ UTR lengths and correlate with RNA stability, 

we first compared 3’ UTR lengths between the three decay categories, but did not find a 

significant difference (Fig 20B). 3’ UTRs contain binding motifs for miRNAs and RNA 

binding proteins (RBPs) and have been reported in several contexts to regulate RNA 

stability. Consequently, we looked for the enrichment of RBP motifs within the 3’ UTRs 

of genes with fast, exponential decay (Fig 21A). One of the top binding motifs, 

hnRNPA1, was found to be highly expressed in primary B cells at both the RNA and 
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protein levels (Fig 21C and D). hnRNPA1, one of several hnRNP family members, has 

been strongly linked to mRNA processing, especially in splicing, but has also been 

recently implicated in RNA stability [112, 113]. Hence, we used siRNA to knock down 

hnRNPA1 in two mature B cell lines, M12 and Bal17, which resulted in modest 

reduction of hnRNPA1 protein (Fig 22A), but significant reduction in mRNA (Fig 22B). 

We subsequently looked to the stability of several genes outlined in Fig 22C-E, which 

either did or did not demonstrate iRelA binding.  

RNA stabilities of genes that demonstrate fast, exponential decay, but do not have 

hnRNPA1 binding motifs in their 3’ UTRs were unaffected by hnRNPA1 knockdown (Fig 

19B). Several, but not all, genes that inducibly bind RelA and do not induce RNA in the 

presence of IKK-2 inhibitors (i.e. RelA target genes) result in longer half-lives after 

hnRNPA1 knockdown (Fig 19C). Interestingly, while the half-lives of some non-RelA 

target genes were also increased after hnRNPA1 KD, a greater number of genes were 

unaffected. These results suggest that the rapid decay of some transcripts via RNABPs, 

such as hnRNPA1, is coordinated with its rapid induction via RelA in primary B cells 

stimulated via the BCR.  
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Figure 20. APA events and 3' UTR analyses of genes based on decay categories 
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Figure 20. APA events and 3’ UTR analyses of genes based on decay categories 

A) Incidences of APA events (gray) for 3’ UTRs (L) and coding regions (R) of genes 

across the six hour time course using DaPars. Genes that are induced at 1 hour 

are highlighted in black.  

B) Lengths of 3’ UTRs of genes (retrieved from 3’ UTR database) within each decay 

category irrespective of exponential or non-exponential decay.  
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Figure 21. RNABP enrichment in 3' UTRs of fast, exponential decaying genes 
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Figure 21. RNABP enrichment in 3’ UTRs of fast, exponential decaying genes.  

A. Motif enrichment analysis of 3’ UTRs from genes in the fast, exponential decay 

category. 

B. Genes with fast, exponential decay and hnRNPA1 motifs in 3’ UTRs that either 

inducibly bind or do not bind p65. 

C. RNA levels (derived from RNA-seq) of hnRNPA1 in primary resting B cells.  

D. Protein levels of hnRNPA1 in primary resting B cells.  
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Figure 22. hnRNPA1, at least in part, mediates rapid decay kinetics of BCR-inducible genes. 
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Figure 22. hnRNPA1, at least in part, mediates rapid decay kinetics of BCR-

inducible genes. 

A. Protein levels of hnRNPA1 after siRNA-hnRNPA1 knockdown in two B cell lines, 

Bal17 and M12. Western blot quantitation on right (n=2). 

B. RNA levels of hnRNPA1 after siRNA-hnRNPA1 knockdown in two B cell lines, 

Bal17 and M12. 

C. Representative RNA kinetic profiles of genes that do not have hnRNPA1 binding 

motifs in the 3’ UTR with and without hnRNPA1 knockdown. 

D. Representative RNA kinetic profiles of genes with hnRNPA1 binding motifs in the 

3’ UTR and p65-dependent with and without hnRNPA1 knockdown. 

E. Representative RNA kinetic profiles of genes without hnRNPA1 binding motifs in 

the 3’ UTR and p65-independent with and without hnRNPA1 knockdown. 
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Discussion and Conclusion 

RelA is a ubiquitous transcription factor and has both specific and unique functions in 

virtually all cell types. Our study sought to dissect RelA-dependent gene expression in B 

lymphocytes to gain a global perspective of B cell biology. We used various high-

throughput technologies to ultimately link inducible RelA binding to mRNA levels in 

activated B lymphocytes, both at the level of transcription and mRNA decay. Using RelA 

ChIP-seq to identify global RelA binding patterns at 0,1, and 4 hours after BCR 

stimulation in primary B cells, we focused on genes that demonstrate inducible binding 

within the first hour of activation. Of these genes, most iRelA binding occurred at 

accessible regions of chromatin (DHS sites at basal state). However, this is likely to be 

a directed, and not coincidental, process as the most highly enriched motif under the 

RelA peaks of the genes that demonstrate inducible promoter binding was the 

consensus NF-B motif.  

Several studies, including our own, have demonstrated that RelA binds relatively 

promiscuously to accessible parts of the genome, but likely only leads to functional 

output (RNA) in the presence of cell- and stimulus- specific coactivators. Indeed, we 

and others have shown that a large number of both constitutive and inducible RelA 

peaks are present in various cell types and across different stimuli, but only a subset of 

those genes give rise to RNA. B cells stimulated through the antigen receptor results in 

genome-wide iRelA binding across promoters, gene bodies, and intergenic regions, with 

the highest number of genes demonstrating promoter binding.  Of these inducible 

peaks, only a small subset of genes (<40%) result in increased RNA. Most, but not all, 

productive genes with iRelA binding in the promoter regions were also positive for 
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H3K4me3 marks and poised PolII. Interestingly, there are a significant fraction of genes 

with iRelA promoter binding, H3K4me3, and poised PolII, yet do not lead to productive 

RNA. Motif analyses of promoter regions of genes with and without productive RNA 

revealed an enrichment of NF-B/p65 and Usf2, respectively. Thus, it is conceivable 

that Usf2 is necessary for the expression of non-productive genes, but may not be 

expressed in B cells or be induced in response to αIgM.  

As with most TFs, the activity of RelA is often contingent upon the cooperation between 

multiple TFs that allows for transcriptional control. In macrophages, for example, RelA 

binding is largely dependent on PU.1 for binding to newly formed activation-induced 

enhancers and the subsequent modulation of gene expression [33]. Apart from cell-

specific TFs that contribute to RelA activity, stimulus-specific TFs also dictate the 

response of a cell to an activating stimulus. Our analyses comparing the transcriptomes 

of BCR- and TLR4- stimulated cells revealed unique subsets of genes that are induced 

in response to one stimulus, but not the other. Thus, it is likely that only in combination 

with stimulus-specific TFs, such as MEF2C or IRF4/8 in BCR-stimulated, or EBF1 in 

LPS-stimulated, B cells, will RelA binding lead to gene expression (Fig 23).  

One caveat of this study and others like it is the inherent limitation in defining genomic 

regions in the analysis of the RelA ChIP-seq, which may lead to an inaccurate 

estimation and/or identification of RelA dependent genes. Our analysis defined the 

promoter as -3 kb to +1 kb relative to the TSS, which is arbitrary and may be an 

underestimation in some cases, and an overestimation in others. Even more arbitrarily, 

the intergenic regions are scored as those that are neither promoter nor genic bodies, 

and the gene associated with an intergenic peak is that which is the most proximal to 
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the peak. While this strategy is logically sound, it discounts genes that are RelA 

dependent in a distal enhancer manner, such as Ccl3 and Ccl4. Despite this, however, 

this study was rigorous in data analysis and therefore offers reliable insights into RelA 

biology in activated B cells.  

A major goal of this study was to identify ReA target genes in B cells stimulated through 

the BCR. To do this, we looked to genes that are expressed at least 1.5-fold in activated 

B cells at 1 hour, demonstrate iRelA binding within the first hour of activation, the peak 

time of nuclear RelA levels, and coupled this with genes whose expression is robustly 

downregulated with the treatment of two different NF-B inhibitors. This strategy 

revealed approximately 140 genes that are RelA-dependent in B cells stimulated 

through the BCR. We are also interested in reinforcing these genes as RelA targets 

using genetic ablation of RelA in primary B cells; preliminary analyses of this method 

are consistent with the IKK-2 inhibition.     

To better understand the complete life cycle of RelA target genes, we performed 

microarray on ActD treated activated B cells and determined decay rates and half-lives 

of approximately 1,600 genes. We found that most genes in activated B cells 

demonstrate long half-lives (>6 hours), consistent with what has previously been 

reported in primary human T cells [110]. There are approximately 130 genes that with 

short half-lives (<70 min), which are highly enriched for cytokine production and 

cytokine biosynthesis, which indicates that pro-inflammatory factors are rapidly 

synthesized (in a RelA-dependent manner) and subsequently rapidly degraded.  

Our results suggest that RelA, which strongly induced transcription of genes that must 

be tightly regulated (such as inflammatory mediators), is also involved in their rapid 
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decay in cooperation with decay factors, such as RNABPs. Using CIS-BP, we found an 

enrichment for hnRNPA1 binding motifs in the 3’ UTRs of genes that demonstrate fast, 

exponential decay in primary B cells. hnRNPA1 has been best studied in the context of 

alternative splicing as it was originally identified as a switch for splice site selection in 

adenovirus E1A pre-mRNAs [114]. More recently, however, there is increasing evidence 

of a role for hnRNPA1 in the regulation of RNA stability. After knockdown of hnRNPA1 

in two different B lymphoma cell lines, mRNA of genes with iRelA binding and hnRNPA1 

binding sites in the 3’ UTR had longer half-lives, while those with hnRNPA1 binding 

sites but no iRelA binding were largely unaffected. These results offer support of a 

system based on an hnRNPA1-dependent decay mechanism of RelA dependent 

transcripts. It has been previously reported that splicing of transcripts in fibroblasts 

stimulated with TNF regulates the temporal order of genes [58]. It is conceivable, 

therefore, that hnRNPA1 regulates mRNA stability via splicing, but this warrants further 

investigation.  

Taken together, we identified RelA target genes in primary αIgM stimulated B cells  

and found that RelA target genes with short half-lives were dependent on the TF for its 

induction and potentially for its decay (Fig 23). Follow-up studies are needed to confirm 

the role of RelA in hnRNPA1-mediated mRNA decay, which can be done via co-IP 

experiments. Additionally, target genes that were identified in this study should be 

further investigated with mutational analyses of NF-B binding motifs to incontrovertibly 

prove dependency on RelA. Exploration and elucidation of TF biology is a complicated 

endeavor, but we believe our stringent approaches and analyses have contributed 

considerable insight into the roles of RelA in primary activated B cells.   
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Figure 23. BCR-induced response of a B cell 
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Materials and Methods 

Mice  

All experimental mice were 8–12 weeks old and on a C57BL/6J background (wild type, 

WT). Mice were treated humanely in accordance with federal government guidelines 

and their use was approved by the respective institutional animal care and use 

committees. 

Isolation of B cells and cell culture 

Primary B lymphocytes were isolated using RoboSep (StemCell Technologies) 

magnetic purification techniques by negative selection. B cell purity was 90-95% based 

on flow cytometric analysis with CD19 staining. Purified B cells (2x106/ml) were cultured 

in RPMI 1640 supplemented with 10% heat-inactivated FBS, 55nM β-mercaptoethanol, 

2mM L-glutamine and 100IU penicillin and 100μg/ml streptomycin at 37oC. Cells were 

rested for 45 minutes followed by stimulation with 10 μg/ml goat anti-mouse IgM F(ab’)2 

(Jackson ImmunoResearch Laboratories). For inhibitor experiments, B cells were pre-

treated with  

RNA Isolation and Real-Time PCR 

RNA Extraction was performed using either Trizol or RNEasy Micro Kits (Qiagen) and 

qPCR was performed using iTaq Universal SYBR® Green Supermix (Bio-Rad). Primers 

were designed based on exon-exon junction coverage, ~50% GC content, and 70-150 

bp amplicon; primer sequences provided below. qPCR was run using 96 or 384-well 

plates on the Applied Biosystems 7500 Fast or ViiA7 instrument.  
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RNA-seq library preparation 

cDNA libraries were single-end sequenced (50 bp) on an Illumina HiSeq 2000. Reads 

were aligned to the mouse genome (NCBI37/mm9 build) with TopHat v1.3.3 and 

allowing reads to be aligned once with up to two mismatches per read. RPKM values 

were calculated using Cufflinks 2.2.0, which divides all mapped exonic reads by the 

length of the spliced product. All RPKM values represent an average of two biological 

replicates. Only genes that had a minimum RPKM value of 1.5 at any time point across 

the six-hour time course were included in our analyses. K-means clustering was done 

using Cluster 3 with log2 normalized RPKM values.  

Tat-Cre Treatment  

Tat-Cre purified protein (kindly provided by M. Atchison, UPenn) was diluted in warm 

Opti-MEM and mixed with B cells for a final concentration of 10^7 cells/2ml/100 ug Tat-

Cre. Cells were incubated in the presence of Tat-Cre at 37C for 45 minutes after which 

FBS was added at a final concentration of 10% to stop the reaction. Cells were spun 

down at 1400rpm for 10 minutes at 4C, washed with warm complete RPMI, counted, 

and left for 48 hours at 37C. Prior to activation with anti-IgM, dead cells were removed 

using MicroBead based selection (MACS).  

Determination of half-lives 

(Modified from Sharova et al) 

We set a minimum threshold of 150 (raw intensity value) from the Affymetrix Microarray. 

Using RNA treated with IgM and Actinomycin D, a transcript was defined as increasing 

if the slope between two consecutive time points had a positive value and decreasing if 

the slope had a negative value. We looked only to those genes that demonstrated peak 
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RNA levels at either one or two hours after IgM stimulation (coinciding with peak nuclear 

levels of RelA) and ActD treatment. From the peak expression time to the time at which 

RNA levels stopped decreasing (based on slope), the points of RNA decline were fitted 

to a line and deemed exponential if the slope was ≥0.9 and nonexponential if the slope 

was <0.9. Degradation rates of mRNA were estimated using linear regression of base 

10 log transformed signal intensity values (y) versus time (t): y=a-bt, where b is the 

slope and a is the y-intercept. The instantaneous decay rate (d) was determined by the 

equation d= b*ln(10). For probes that leveled off early in the six hour time course (i.e. 

those with fast decay), we manually truncated the later time points. Following 

application of these criteria, half-lives (H) of genes with exponential decay were 

determined using the equation H=min(24,ln(2)/d).  
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Primer Sequences 

GAPDH F TCAACAGCAACTCCCACTCTTCCA 

GAPDH R ACCCTGTTGCTGTAGCCGTATTCA 

CCL3 F TTTGAAACCAGCAGCCTTTGCTCC 

CCL3 R TCAGGCATTCAGTTCCAGGTCAGT 

CCL4 F ATGAGACCAGCAGTCTTTGCTCCA 

CCL4 R GCTGCTCAGTTCAACTCCAAGTCA 

NFIA F TCTGAAAGCTGGCTGTGATCCTGA 

NFIA R AGACACGTGTGGCCATTGTAGTTG 

TNF F AATGGCCTCCTCTCATCAGTTCT 

TNF R GGTTGTCTTTGAGATCCATGCCGT 

IRF4 F GAGCTGCAAGTGTTTGCTCACCAT 

IRF4 R ACAGTTGTCTGGCTAGCAGAGGTT 

MYC F ATTTCCTTTGGGCGTTGGAAACCC 

MYC R TCGTCGCAGATGAAATAGGGCTGT 

TNFAIP3 F TCAACTGGTGTCGTGAAGTCAGGA 

TNFAIP3 R AGGACCAGGTCAGTATCCTGAACA 

VEGFA F CTTCCTACAGCACAGCAGATGTGA 

VEGFA R ACCGGGATTTCTTGCGCTTTCGTTT 

NR4A1 F TGACAATTCGTGTCAGCAC 

NR4A1 R ACAGGGCAATCCTTGTTTGCCA 
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